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Set up integration with Webitel
PRODUCTS: ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Available Webitel base phone integration settings
Webitel phone integration is a built-in service and is available for internal calls without the need for additional
setup. To make and receive external calls in Webitel, you will need to install the Webitel connector from the
Creatio marketplace and set up the phone integration. More information about the installation of the marketplace
applications is available in the separate article.

Note. If you purchase Webitel Call Manager cloud, all setup will be performed by Webitel support. If you
purchase Webitel Call Manager on-site, you can order setup service from Webitel or study the
requirements and perform the setup according to the Webitel setup guide.

A green indicator at the top right corner of the application indicates that phone integration runs correctly in
Creatio (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Agent status indicator

To work with the service, populate the “Webitel users” lookup. You have to register your company's employees in
Creatio to enable them to make internal calls directly from the application.

Note. See more details on how to register Creatio users in the “Add a new user in Creatio” article.

When adding a Creatio user, the system will automatically assign a Webitel extension number. It will be displayed
on the Communication options detail of the contact page. By default, the phone number assignment starts
from 100. Upon the next user registration, the following ordinal numbers will be assigned, for example, 101, 102,
103, etc.

Note. The telephone number is generated automatically based on the specified template. You can change
the auto-numbering using the "Webitel user number mask" system setting.

Setting up Webitel internal phone parameters

 

Open the user profile page by clicking the [ Profile ] image button on the main page of the application.1.
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Install Field Module for Creatio
The Field Module for Creatio add-on can automate field staff tasks.

This lets you:

Field staff uses Creatio mobile app in the field to record the meeting time frame and conduct presentations during
a visit. Field Module for Creatio is fully compatible with all Creatio products. Use it as a framework for custom field
apps. For example, field banking or field service.

Install the app from the marketplace to access the field functionality. To do so:

If your Creatio application is deployed on-site, make sure that the application is not restricted from accessing the
Internet, before you install Field module for Creatio. To do so:

Click the [ Call Center parameters setup ] button.1.

Select or remove the required checkboxes:1.

[ Disable Contact Center integration ] – select to disable a built-in Webitel integration. The call button will not
be displayed on the communication panel of the application.

a.

[ Enable debugging ] – this checkbox allows you to display troubleshooting information within the browser
console. This troubleshooting information can be used when the phone integration runs into problems and
the customer addresses the service team.

b.

[ Use Web phone ] – this checkbox enables you to use a webphone. Clear the checkbox if you need to use
the down-line phone.

c.

[ Use video ] – this checkbox enables making video calls on internal numbers.d.

Click [ Save ].1.

Refresh the browser page to apply the changes.1.

Plan field staff meetings (“visits”).

Build optimal routes between the meeting locations on the map.

Maintain the visit agenda and guidelines.

Keep a record of the employee’s activities during the visit.

Create custom visit agenda and guidelines.

Click  in the main Creatio application.1.

Click [ Installed applications ]. This will open the application management page.2.

Click [ Add application ] → [ Choose from Marketplace ].3.

Install the Field module for Creatio app.4.

Grant access to the website http://marketplace.creatio.com/.1.

Install the Field module for Creatio app: http://marketplace.creatio.com/app/field-module-creatio.

Learn more in a separate article: Install applications from the Marketplace.

2.
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Attention. To access the field sales functionality, all field staff members must be licensed separately.

Install Pharma Creatio
Pharma Creatio functionality is designed to efficiently schedule the med reps' visits to doctors and pharmacies,
build routes on the map, manage the visit activities and assist med reps during the visits.

Attention. This function is unavailable for the Oracle DBMS.

Use a mobile device with the Creatio application installed during your visits. After selecting the required visit in
the calendar, you will be transferred to the visit page, which will display the visit action list and switches for each
action.

During a visit, the system will prompt the required steps. For example, when performing the [ Presentation ]
action, the screen will automatically display a presentation of new products, etc.

During a visit, you can add orders based on visit results, create a list of products and their number and write
down stock keeping unit (SKU) monitoring results and product facing check results.

You need to install the app from the marketplace to access the field functionality. To do so:

If your Creatio application is deployed on-site, make sure that the application is not restricted from accessing the
Internet, before you attempt to install “Pharma Creatio.” To do so:

Attention. Pharma functionality requires at least 1 Pharma Creatio package license. To access the pharma
functionality, all med rep users must be licensed separately.

When the pharma package is installed, several new elements will appear in Creatio:

For example, the [ Contacts ] section will now display the “Doctor” and “Pharmacist” contact types. The contact
page will display the [ Specialty ], [ Category ], [ Potential ], [ Loyalty ] fields and the [ Categorization history ]
detail. Additionally, the [ Products ] tab with a detail that contains a list of drugs that are promoted via this
contact.

The [ Accounts ] section will display new account types — “Pharmacy”, “Pharmacy network,” and the [ Products
] tab with a detail containing a list of products promoted via an account.

The product page [ General information ] tab will display the [ Contacts ] and [ Accounts ] details. The details

Click  in the main Creatio application.1.

Click [ Installed applications ]. The app management page opens.2.

Click [ Add application ] → [ Choose from Marketplace ].3.

Install the “Pharma Creatio” app.4.

Grant access to the web site http://marketplace.creatio.com/.1.

Install the “Pharma Creatio” app: http://marketplace.creatio.com/app/pharma-creatio.

Learn more: Install applications from the Marketplace.

2.
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contain a list of contacts and accounts that promote the product. The product page [ Categorization ] detail will
display a new [ Nosology ] field. This field is used to specify the disease the medicine is subscribed for.

The [ Accounts ] and [ Contacts ] tabs will become available in the [ Visit scheduling ] view of the [ Activities ]
section. The [ Contacts ] tab shows the list of physicians. The [ Accounts ] tab shows the list of pharmacies,
pharmacy networks and hospitals.

The “Pharma” folder in the [ Lookups ] section will contain the following lookups: [ Doctor potential setup ],
[ Doctor loyalty setup ], [ Nosology ], [ Doctor specialties ]. New activity categories will be added: “Doctor visit”
and “Pharmacy visit.”. Two new rules will be added in the field sales lookup: “Doctor visit rule” and “Pharmacy
visit rule”.

Portal Creatio overview
PRODUCTS: ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Creatio portal is a component that provides a way to open up various parts of your system to external users,
such as customers, partners, contractors, stakeholders, or teams within your company.

A portal is a workplace with different permissions for various types of users. The portal UI is similar to the UI of
the primary application. Use the portal to create a limited subset of Creatio with restricted access to data and
only the necessary functionality. The list of sections available in Creatio portal depends on its configuration.

Through a portal, users can access certain Creatio sections and their associated data. Additionally, they can view,
edit, or create records, as well as add notes and attachments.

The Creatio portal is provided in the following configurations: self-service portal, customer portal, and
partner portal. They are suitable for a variety of use cases, the most common being:

Both the range of problems the portal solves and its customization possibilities differ based on your portal
configuration. Each configuration includes a specific number of base sections and additional objects (lookups,
details, etc.). It might also include the option to add custom sections. Learn more in a separate article: Customize
Portal Creatio. View major parameters of various portal configurations in the table below.

Customer self-service, such as in technical support. Give a self-service option to your customers and
focus the time and expertise of your support agents on more important tasks. Allow your customers to
submit support cases and track the resolution progress directly on the portal. Provide them access to your
knowledge base articles, helping them to find answers quickly. Service multiple customers at once, avoiding
queues and productivity loss. Read more >>>

Interaction with internal and external customers, for instance, an HR portal. Configure the ability to
service external employees and contractors who do not use Creatio regularly: create applications, submit
them for approval and track their progress. An HR portal can act as a central hub for all the important
company documents and policies that are available freely. Read more >>>

Interaction with external users (clients, dealers, and partners) at all stages of the sales process. Create
partner programs, process leads, and close opportunities along with your partners by using lead and
corporate sales management processes. Keep track of the partner tiers, training sessions, and the partners’
certified experts. Read more >>>
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Portal
configuration

Base sections Custom
sections

Number of
objects

Self-service
portal

[ Portal cases ],
[ Portal knowledge base ] 0 ≤ 300

Customer
portal

[ Portal cases ],
[ Portal knowledge base ],
[ Applications ] (for Financial Services Creatio,
Customer Journey edition),
[ Documents ] (if available in the main Creatio
application)

≤ 3 ≤ 1500

Partner portal [ Portal cases ],
[ Portal knowledge base ],
[ Partner program ],
[ Leads ],
[ Opportunities ],
[ Marketing activities ],
[ Orders ]

≤ 3 ≤ 3000

In Creatio, the portal functionality is licensed separately.

The following licenses are required for each user of different portal editions:

Learn more: Creatio licensing.

Self-service portal
The self-service portal is available in Service Creatio customer center, Service Creatio, enterprise edition, and
Financial Services Creatio, customer journey products. The portal can act as a primary means of user support or
as an extension of your service system.

The self-service portal eases the load on your employees by freeing up various communication channels (e. g.,
phone or email) and routing incoming requests On the self-service portal, users can find answers to their
questions in the knowledge base, create and track the progress of their support cases, or communicate with the
support staff via the feed. Unlike support agents, self-service capabilities and information are available to your
customers 24/7. The self-service portal configuration allows you to add the following sections to the portal:

customer portal on-site/cloud for the customer portal

self-service portal on-site/cloud for the self-service portal

partner portal on-site/cloud for the partner portal

The [ Portal Cases ] section, where portal users can register support cases on their own, as well as track the
case resolution progress and communicate with support employees. The [ Portal Cases ] section is a
counterpart to the [ Cases ] section in the main Creatio application. You can choose which fields and details
from the [ Cases ] section to display in the [ Portal Cases ] section via the Section Wizard.

The [ Portal Knowledge base ] section, where portal users can look up the reference information, search for
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You cannot add custom sections to the self-service portal. However, you can customize the base sections.

Customer portal
The customer portal configuration provides portal capabilities to all Creatio products and is designed for process
automation, e. g., providing services, confirming applications and service requests, etc. You can add custom
sections to the customer portal to automate any internal process. All custom logic in these sections will be
available to the portal users. Configure business processes and cases on the portal to automate routine
administrative tasks. For example, customer portal users can:

You can add up to three custom sections to the customer portal. Configure the custom sections in the Section
Wizard and add them to the “Portal” workplace to display them on the portal.

Create custom sections from scratch with no or minimal connection to base Creatio sections.

The customer portal configuration in Financial Services Creatio, customer journey edition allows you to add the
[ Applications ] section to the portal. Additionally, you can add the [ Documents ] section if your Creatio product
supports it.

Note. You can use the self-service and customer portals together to set up a support service channel with
up to 3 custom sections.

Partner portal
The partner portal is available in Sales Creatio, enterprise edition, and Creatio CRM Bundle.

The partner portal is designed for companies that work with customers via partner networks. This portal is a
platform for communication and collaboration on leads and sales with your partners.

A partner can work with your customers on your behalf using the partner portal.

Note. Add the partner organization to the “Partner portal users” functional role to let the organization
access the “Partner portal” configuration. Learn more: Manage users and access permissions on the
portal.

Find the data about your company’s partners and related partnerships, their conditions, and status in the
[ Partnership ] section of the main application. This section is best suited for your employees in charge of partner
interaction. You can use it to set up the cooperation conditions and add as many partnerships as needed, but no
more than one per partner (Fig. 1). The partner portal displays the conditions of an individual partnership as a
partner program.

Fig. 1 The [ Partnership ] section in the main application

answers to frequently asked questions, find rules, regulations, document templates, or advertising materials.

Initiate processes, e. g., create applications, requests, etc.

Participate in processes, e. g., approve requests.
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Manage the partner performance and set up the cooperation conditions in the main Creatio application.

The [ Partner program ] section will display the partnership conditions you configure in the main application.
Partner portal users can view only the profile of their organization and cannot edit the data. Your partners and
their employees can access the [ Partner program ] section. This section contains all information relevant to your
partners and their work (Fig. 2):

Fig. 2 A partner program page on the portal

Current partner tier.

Partner program conditions for the current tier, including the partner reward, such as a percentage of the
partner’s profits (profit margin) and performance indicators required for a level-up.

Partner training sessions and certifications.

Lead and opportunity analytics.
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You can only bind a single partner program to each partner.

When working on the partner portal, your partners can register new leads and opportunities in the
corresponding portal sections. A partner program page displays lead and opportunity details by default. You can
also find them on the partnership page in the primary application. This data is used to keep track of how partners
fulfill their partnership conditions and how they progress through partnership tiers. Set up and view partner sales
analytics in the dashboards on the portal main page. Learn more: Channel sales.

Set up integration with Asterisk
PRODUCTS: ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

To set up an Asterisk integration, take the following steps:

In Creatio, the Asterisk integration functionality requires a separate license. You need to generate a license
request, send it to our support team, upload the received license file into the system, and distribute the licenses
among users. Learn more in separate articles: Creatio licensing and Manage user licenses.

The integration is only possible if complete preliminary Asterisk setup was performed by the phone integration
administrator.

Attention. If you set up the telephony for a Creatio production environment, deploy Creatio Messaging

Prepare Asterisk for integration. Read more >>>1.

Set up Creatio Messaging Service. Read more >>>2.

Set up the message exchange library. Read more >>>3.

Set up the Asterisk parameters. Read more >>>4.
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Service on a separate node rather than on the Creatio application server. To ensure the fault tolerance of
your phone integration, we recommend setting up at least two nodes with Creatio Messaging Service as
well as a balancer that redirects users in case connection with one of the nodes is lost.

1. Prepare Asterisk for integration
The AMI (Asterisk Manager Interface) interface interacts with Asterisk. Use AMI to connect to Asterisk
servers, configure and manage client programs.

To prepare Asterisk for integration, create an AMI user for Creatio by specifying their parameters in the
manager.conf file, for example:

Replace the deny  and permit  values with the corresponding addresses.

Attention. Software phones or agent phones can place calls on hold. Communication panel handles the
call status change. The panel indicates that calls are placed on hold and resumed, but it cannot place calls
on hold.

2. Set up Creatio Messaging Service (formerly Terrasoft
Messaging Service)
The messaging service lets you connect Creatio to Asterisk via AMI protocol and distribute call events between
Creatio users. Some of the settings differ depending on the platform on which the Asterisk telephony service is
deployed: .NET Framework or .NET Core.

Set up Creatio Messaging Service on .NET Framework

[creatio]
secret = creatio
deny=0.0.0.0/0.0.0.0
permit=0.0.0.0/0.0.0.0
read = call,agent,originate
write = call,agent,originate

Before installing the Creatio Messaging Service (CMS), make sure that your computer runtime environment
meets the software requirements:

1.

a .NET Framework package version 4.7.2 or later on the server where you are going to install Creatio
Messaging Service

at least 2 Gb of RAM and 20 Gb of free drive space

Contact Creatio support to receive the messaging service installation files or download the files via the URL:
Download the archive. Unpack the archive to a folder to ensure a smooth installation. If you run the installation
directly from the archive, the archiver application might interfere with the install wizard.

2.
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Attention. Deploy CMS on the server connected to both the Creatio application server and the PBX.
Learn more in a separate article: Telephony integration basics.

Run the Creatio Messaging Service Install.msi file on the machine intended as the message exchange
server and proceed with the installation.

3.

Make sure that the TerrasoftMessagingService service is running in the Windows Services application. If
the TerrasoftMessagingService service is not running, start it manually.

4.

Open the folder that contains the service files: ~\Terrasoft Messaging Service. Specify the following
parameters for Asterisk connector in the Terrasoft.Messaging.Service.exe.config configuration file:

See the index of Asterisk connector parameters in the following table:

5.

Setup template for Creatio Messaging Service

<asterisk filePath="" url="Asterisk server name or URL" port="Asterisk server port" userName="Asterisk login" secret="Asterisk password" originateContext="Outbound context" autoPauseOnCommutationStart="true" queueExtensionFormat="Local/{0}@from-queue/n" asyncOriginate="true" sendRingStartedOnRingingState="true" traceQueuesState="false" protocol="The protocol type used: SIP/ or PJSIP/" packetInfoConfig="Additional packet parameters to handle within the configuration" />

Setup example for Creatio Messaging Service

<asterisk filePath="" url="10.0.15.185" port="5038" userName="creatio" secret="creatio" originateContext="from-internal" autoPauseOnCommutationStart="true" queueExtensionFormat="Local/{0}@from-queue/n" asyncOriginate="true" sendRingStartedOnRingingState="true" traceQueuesState="false" protocol="PJSIP/" packetInfoConfig=""/>
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Note. Follow this instruction if you need to update Creatio Messaging Service.

 

Set up Creatio Messaging Service on .NET Core

Parameter caption Parameter function

filePath Use the parameter for system diagnostics. It lets you repeat a set
of events from the pre-configured scenario file. The default value
must be empty.

url The IP address of the Asterisk server.

port AMI protocol port. By default, 5038 .

originateContext Initiates a call to a phone number from Creatio. Contains the name
of the context from which to call the user phone number. The
default value for FreePBX is from-internal .

autoPauseOnCommutationStart Ensures Asterisk queues work as intended. If enabled, Creatio puts
the agent on a pause in all queues after they answer a call.
Required to avoid the agent getting a second call while handling the
first call or putting the first call on hold.

queueExtensionFormat The format that determines the call channel while receiving calls
from the queue. The default value for LocalChannel in FreePBX is 
Local/{0}@from-queue .

sendRingStartedOnRingingState Ensures the call retrieval from the queue is handled correctly. If
you select the checkbox, Creatio displays the call for the user after
receiving the NewState  AMI event that has the Ringing  parameter.
By default, “On.”

traceQueuesState Diagnoses the agent status in the queue. Use the parameter to
debug the queue if the agent receives a second call from the
queue while handling the first call in Creatio. Agent status data is
written to the connector log file. By default, “Off.”

protocol The protocol type: SIP or PJSIP. Contact your PBX administrator to
find out the needed protocol type.

Restart the CMS and test the phone integration. The connection to Asterisk is established on CMS startup but
packet handling begins after an agent goes online.

6.
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Attention. You can set up Messaging Host (Creatio Messaging Service) on .NET Core in Creatio version
7.16.3 and later.

Install Docker. To install Docker on Linux, follow the guide in the Docker documentation. To check the installed
Docker version, run the following command at the Linux terminal:

1.

docker --version

Install Docker Compose. To install Docker Compose on Linux, follow the guide in the Docker documentation.
To check the installed Docker Compose version, run the following command at the Linux terminal:

2.

docker-compose --version

Install and set up the Docker Compose components. Deploy the container of the messaging service via the
Docker Compose utility. Download the archive via the following link: Download the archive. Unpack the archive
that contains the configuration files and scripts to any directory, for example, /opt/messaging.host.

Note. The configuration files contain all necessary default settings for a Linux-based server.

The structure of the archive that contains the configuration files and scripts:

/etc/

...\appsettings.json: service configuration.

...\nlog.config: setup of the service logging level.

docker-compose.yml: configuration of the Docker Compose utility.

.env: environment variables to run the components.

3.

Use Linux terminal to go to the /docker-compose directory of the unpacked archive, for example,
/opt/messaging.host/docker-compose.

4.

Run the sudo docker-compose pull  command at the terminal. Wait until the required service component
images are downloaded from the Docker Hub completely.

Attention. If the server Internet access is restricted, download the needed images manually to a
machine that has free access (see the docker-compose.yml configuration file) and transfer the images
as files to the target machine using the sudo docker export and sudo docker import commands.

5.

Specify the following parameters for Asterisk connector in the etc/appsettings.json configuration file:6.

Setup template for Creatio Messaging Service

{
    "url": "Asterisk server name or URL",
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    "port": "Asterisk server port",
    "userName": "Asterisk login",
    "secret": "Asterisk password",
    "originateContext": "Outbound context",
    "autoPauseOnCommutationStart": "true",
    "queueExtensionFormat": "Local/{0}@from-queue/n",
    "asyncOriginate": "true",
    "sendRingStartedOnRingingState": "true",
    "traceQueuesState": "false",
    "protocol": "The protocol type used: SIP/ or PJSIP/",
    "packetInfoConfig": "Additional packet parameters to handle within the configuration",
    "filePath": ""
}

Setup example for Creatio Messaging Service

{
    "url": "10.0.15.185",
    "port": "5038",
    "userName": "creatio",
    "secret": "creatio",
    "originateContext": "from-internal",
    "autoPauseOnCommutationStart": "true",
    "queueExtensionFormat": "Local/{0}@from-queue/n",
    "asyncOriginate": "true",
    "sendRingStartedOnRingingState": "true",
    "traceQueuesState": "false",
    "protocol": "PJSIP/",
    "packetInfoConfig": "",
    "filePath": ""
}

Run the sudo docker-compose up -d  command to launch the service. A logs directory will be created in the
current catalog.

See the list of Asterisk connector parameters in the following table:

7.
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3. Set up the message exchange library
Message exchange library selection and setup is performed once by the system administrator. Some of the
settings differ depending on the platform on which the Asterisk telephony service is deployed: NET Framework or
.NET Core.

Set up the library on .NET Framework

Parameter caption Parameter function

url The IP address of the Asterisk server.

port AMI protocol port. By default, 5038 .

originateContext Initiates a call to a phone number from Creatio. Contains the name
of the context from which to call the user phone number. The
default value for FreePBX is from-internal .

autoPauseOnCommutationStart Ensures Asterisk queues work as intended. If enabled, Creatio puts
the agent on a pause in all queues after they answer a call.
Required to avoid the agent getting a second call while handling the
first call or putting the first call on hold.

queueExtensionFormat The call channel format while receiving the call from the queue. The
default value for LocalChannel in FreePBX is Local/{0}@from-queue .

sendRingStartedOnRingingState Ensures the call retrieval from the queue is handled correctly. If
you select the checkbox, Creatio displays the call for the user after
receiving the NewState  AMI event that has the Ringing  parameter.
By default, “On.”

traceQueuesState Diagnoses the agent status in the queue. Use the parameter to
debug the queue if the agent receives a second call from the
queue while handling the first call in Creatio. Agent status data is
written to the connector log file. The default value is “Off”.

protocol The protocol type: SIP or PJSIP. Contact your PBX administrator to
find out the needed protocol type.

filePath Use the parameter for system diagnostics. It lets you repeat a set
of events from the pre-configured scenario file. The default value
must be empty.

Restart the CMS and test the phone integration. The connection to Asterisk is established on CMS startup but
packet handling begins after an agent goes online.

8.
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Set up the library on .NET Core

ATTENTION. You can set up Messaging Host on .NET Core in Creatio version 7.16.3 and later.

Open the System Designer, for example, by clicking  in the top right corner of the application.1.

Click “System settings” in the “System setup” block.2.

Open the “Default messages exchange library” (“SysMsgLib” code) system setting and set its default value to
“Asterisk 13/16/18 (AMI) telephony integration library.”

3.

Open the “Message exchange server” (“SysMsgServerNode” code) system setting and specify the connection
parameters of the system messages service. Specify the network address of the message exchange server in
the [ Default value ] field. Use the following format: “ws://[ server ]:2013” for sites served over HTTP or
“wss://[ server ]:2013” for sites served over HTTPS, where:

Note. If your website is served over HTTPS and secure (WSS) connection is used for WebSockets,
install a security certificate on the message exchange server and specify the certificate in the
configuration files of the message service. For more information about the setup process, contact
Creatio support.

4.

[ server ] is the domain name of the server that hosts the message exchange service. We do not
recommend using IP addresses or “localhost.”

2013  is the default port to connect to the messaging service. You can change the port number in the
Terrasoft.Messaging.Service.exe.config file. We do not recommend using “localhost” as it might
cause errors when connecting to the phone integration server. When using a wss connection, make sure
that server address matches the address in the SSL certificate.

Open the System Designer, for example, by clicking  in the top right corner of the application.1.

Click “System settings” in the “System setup” block.2.

Open the “Default messages exchange library” (“SysMsgLib” code) system setting and set its default value to
“Asterisk 13/16/18 (AMI) telephony integration library.”

3.

Open the “Message exchange server” (“SysMsgServerNode” code) system setting and specify the connection
parameters of the message service. Specify the network address of the message exchange server in the
[ Default value ] field. Use the following format: “http://[ server ]:2013” for sites served over HTTP or
“http://[ server ]:2014” for sites served over HTTPS, where:

4.

[ server ] is the domain name of the server that hosts the message exchange service. We do not
recommend using IP addresses or “localhost.”

2013  or 2014  is the default port to connect to the messaging service. You can change the port number in
the docker-compose.yml configuration file. We do not recommend using “localhost” as it might cause
errors when connecting to the phone integration server. When using an HTTPS connection, make sure that
server address matches the address in the SSL certificate.

Note. If your website is served over HTTPS and secure connection is used for WebSockets, install a
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4. Set up the Asterisk parameters
Apply the Asterisk parameters to every Creatio user who received Asterisk integration license. To do this:

Set up visit rules and actions for sales reps
One of the primary components of a visit rule is the sale rep “to-do” list – the activities that sales reps are
required to complete during a visit. This functionality lets field staff perform the following basic actions on their
mobile devices:

Check-in Creatio receives GPS coordinates of the sales rep's location and the visit status is
changed to “In progress“.

Presentation Opens a PowerPoint or PDF presentation on the sales rep's mobile device (the
presentation must be added to the [ Attachments and notes ] detail of the visit record in
the [ Activities ] section). If several presentations have been added to the detail, the sales
rep will have to select the needed one.

Check-out When the action is performed, the system receives the GPS coordinates of the sales
rep's location and the visit is assigned the “Completed“ status.

security certificate on the message exchange server and specify the certificate in the docker-
compose configuration. For more information about the setup process, contact Creatio support.

Open the user profile page by clicking the [ Profile ] image button on the main page of the application.1.

Click the [ Call Center parameters setup ] button. This opens a page.2.

Fill out the following fields:3.

Select the [ Disable Call Center integration ] checkbox to disable Creatio integration with the phone service.
This hides the call button from the Creatio communication panel.

a.

Specify the Asterisk user line number in the [ Number ] field. The line number matches the phone number
by default. For example, to track the SIP/305 user line, specify 305 , and to track the SIP/office line, specify
the office .

Attention. Each user uses an individual line. We do not recommend specifying the same line for
multiple users as it can cause errors.

b.

Specify the context of the outgoing call in the [ Outgoing call context ] field if the context for the user must
differ from the system context specified in the Terrasoft.Messaging.Service.exe.config file.

c.

Select the [ Enable debugging ] checkbox to display troubleshooting information in the browser console.
You can use the information if you encounter phone integration and customer contact issues.

d.

Click [ Save ].4.

Refresh the browser page to apply the changes.5.
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You can supplement the list of sales rep visit actions by adding new records to the [ Visit actions type ] lookup.
Employees mark visit actions as “complete” by toggling a switch in the mobile device. The connection between
visit actions and system sections (e.g., creating a new contract based on a visit action) is carried out only
through development.

Set up a med rep visit rule

Manage med rep visit actions
Use the [ Field visit rules ] lookup to set up the list of activities that must be completed during a visit.

To add an action:

Click  in the main Creatio application.1.

Go to the [ System setup ] block –> click [ Lookups ].2.

Click the [ Field sales rules ] lookup.3.

On the lookup content page, click the [ New rule ] button.4.

Populate the required fields:5.

Populate the [ Name ] field, for example, “2nd quarter of 2020 (Downtown)“ or “1st quarter (Uptown)“.a.

In the [ Start ] and [ Due ] fields, specify the time limit of rule validity.b.

Specify visit duration (including travel time) in the corresponding field.c.

In the [ Number of visits ] field, enter the approximate number of visits of this type that a field staff
member can perform during one day.

d.

Click [ Save ].6.

Similarly, specify the other rules. For example, the rules may vary by the due date or depending on the
location a sales rep is operating in.

As a result, these rules will be taken into account when building a schedule for the sales reps.

In the [ Visit scheduling ] view of the [ Activities ] section, drag a sales outlet from the list to the left and drop it
into the calendar. The duration of the visit will be set automatically, according to the [ Visit duration ] value
from the corresponding visit rule.

If several rules can be applied to a sales outlet, Creatio will let you choose which rule to use.

7.

Click  in the main Creatio application.1.

Go to the [ System setup ] block –> click [ Lookups ].2.

Click the [ Field sales rules ] lookup.3.

Select a rule to form an action and click  (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Open a rule for editing

4.
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Add a presentation to a visit
The “Presentation“ visit action requires additional setup so that the field staff members have full access to the
presentation materials.

In the system, create a knowledge base article and add a PowerPoint presentation (*.pptx) or PDF file on its
[ Attachments ] detail. Then, link the article to the “Presentation” visit action. As a result, your sales reps will be
able to show the attached presentation from their mobile device during visits.

Note. You can add not just PowerPoint presentations but also any other documents to the knowledge
base article. In this case, when performing the “Presentation“ action, this document will be opened using
the default applications for that file type on the mobile device.

To add a presentation:

On the rule page, expand the [ Actions during visit ] detail and click the [ Add ] button.5.

Populate the columns of the new record:6.

Select the visit action type “Check-in,” “Check-out,” “Presentation,” etc.a.

Use the [ Actions priority order ] column, to set up sequence of sales rep activities. For example, if the
action is the first in the “to-do” list, enter “1“.

b.

Select the [ Required ] checkbox for the actions that should not be skipped during a visit.
The sales rep will not be able to complete the visit until all the required actions are performed.

c.

Click  to save the visit action.7.

Similarly, add the rest of the visit actions.

As a result, when you drag a sales outlet and drop it into the calendar in the [ Visit scheduling ] view of the
[ Activities ] section, the [ Visit actions ] detail of the visit will be populated automatically. The list of actions on
the detail will correspond to the list of actions set up in the lookup.

8.

Click  in the main Creatio application.1.

Go to the [ System setup ] block –> click [ Lookups ].2.

Click the [ Field sales rules ] lookup.3.

Open the needed rule and go to the [ Actions during visit ] detail.4.

Select the “Presentation” record and click .5.

On the displayed page, expand the [ Presentation ] detail and click .6.

In the displayed string, click  in the field.7.
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Set up rules and actions of a med rep visit
Visit rules determine the different types of visits and med rep’s “to-do” list for each visit type. This enables you to
plan med rep visits with a few clicks, as Creatio will populate the properties of each visit automatically, according
to applicable visit rule.

You can set up rules for physician and pharmacy visits, as well as the list of activities that your employees must
follow during visits. For example, the first step of any visit is the “Check-in“ action, which confirms that the med
rep has actually arrived at the visit site. Completing this action will automatically save the information about the
employee's location. Other visit activities may include presentation of new products, order placement and “Check-
out“.

Manage med rep visit actions
A list med rep’s actions during a visit is set up on the [ Actions during visit ] detail of the [ Field sales rules ]
lookup.

To add an action:

In the displayed lookup, select a knowledge base article with an attached presentation.8.

If necessary, add other knowledge base articles with attachments.

As a result, when a field staff member performs the [ Presentation ] visit action, the PowerPoint presentation
(or any other document) attached to the knowledge base article will open on their mobile device. All
presentations and materials will be available on the [ Attachments and notes ] detail of the visit.

Also, all visits planned in the calendar (the [ Visit scheduling ] view of the [ Activities ] section), will have links to
the knowledge base articles specified on the [ Attachments and notes ] detail.

9.

Open the system designer by clicking  in the top right corner of the application window.1.

Click the [ Lookups ] link in the [ System setup ] block.2.

Click the [ Field sales rules ] lookup.3.

On the lookup content page, click the [ New rule ] button.4.

Populate the required fields:5.

Populate the rule name, for example, “Visit to a doctor rule — I quarter”.a.

In the [ Start ] and [ Due ] fields, specify the time limit of rule validity.b.

Specify visit duration (including travel time) in the corresponding field. The specified duration will be used by
the system when creating visit activities.

c.

In the [ Number of visits ] field, enter the approximate number of visits of this type that a med rep can
perform during one day.

d.

In the [ Visit category ] field, select the “Visit to the doctor” or “Visit to the pharmacy” value.e.

Save the changes.6.

Similarly, specify the other rules. Normally, different visit rules apply to different periods and locations.
As a result, these rules will be taken into account when building a schedule for the med reps. If several rules
can be applied to a sales outlet, Creatio will let you choose which rule to use.

7.
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Pre-configured rules for “Visit to the doctor”

Open the [ Field sales rules ] lookup.1.

Select a rule to form an action and click  (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Open a rule for editing

2.

On the rule page, expand the [ Actions during visit ] detail and click .3.

Populate the columns of the new record:4.

Select the visit action type “Check-in“, “Check-out” “Presentation“ or “Number of patients.”a.

To set up sequence of med rep activities, use the [ Actions priority order ] field.b.

Select the [ Required ] checkbox for the actions that the med rep should not be able to skip. The med rep
will not be able to complete the visit until all the required actions are performed.

c.

Click  to save the visit action.5.

Similarly, add the rest of the visit actions.

As a result, when planning visits in the [ Activities ] section, the [ Visit actions ] will be populated automatically.
The list of actions on the detail will correspond to the list of actions set up in the lookup for the corresponding
visit rule.

The [ Action types ] lookup contains a pre-configured list of actions performed during a visit to a doctor or
pharmacy These actions are available by default when setting up actions for physician or pharmacy visits on
the [ Actions during visit ] detail of the [ Field sales rules ] rules. You can supplement the list of available action
types by adding the needed types to the [ Action types ] lookup. Med rep can complete an action by toggling a
switch in the mobile device. The connection between visit actions and system sections (e.g., creating a new
contract based on a visit action) is carried out only through development.

6.
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Check-in When the action is performed, the system receives the GPS coordinates of the med
rep's location and the visit is assigned the “In progress“ status.

Presentation When the action is performed, a PowerPoint or PDF presentation will open on the mobile
device if it has been added to the [ Attachments and notes ] detail of the visit.

Number of
patients

A pharmaceutical rep, based on the information from a physician specifies the number
of patients that the physician treats regularly and whose diagnoses requires treatment
by the promoted product. Based on this value, the doctor is categorized.

Promoted
products

When performing this action during visits, a pharmaceutical rep, based on the
information from a physician specifies how many units of promoted products has the
physician prescribed since the last visit.. Based on this value, the doctor is categorized.

Check-out When the action is performed, the system receives the GPS coordinates of the med
rep's location and the visit is assigned the “Completed“ status.

Pre-configured rules for “Visit to the pharmacy”

Check-in When the action is performed, the system receives the GPS coordinates of the med
rep's location and the visit is assigned the “In progress“ status.

Presentation When the action is performed, a PowerPoint or PDF presentation will open on the med
rep's mobile device if it has been added to the [ Attachments and notes ] detail of the
visit.

SKU
Monitoring

Opens the SKU monitoring window for the med rep to enter changes in SKUs and
specify whether the products are on display in a pharmacy.

Check-out When the action is performed, the system receives the GPS coordinates of the med
rep's location and the visit is assigned the “Completed“ status.

Add a presentation to a visit
Set up the [ Presentation ] action to enable the pharmaceutical reps show presentation from a mobile device
during visits.

Create a knowledge base article and add a PowerPoint presentation (*.pptx) or PDF file on its [ Attachments ]
detail. Then, connect the article to the action. As a result, during a visit the presentation will open automatically on
the mobile device.

Note. You can add not only PowerPoint presentations or PDF files but also any other document to the
knowledge base article. When performing the “Presentation“ action, this document will be opened using
the standard applications of the mobile device.
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To add a presentation to a med rep visit action:

Set up a list of promoted products
When monitoring SKU, a med rep must only see a list of products promoted via a doctor or pharmacy. This is
done by setting up individual lists of promoted products for each customer contact or account. There are two
ways to do this.

To set up the list of products promoted via accounts:

To set up the list of products promoted via contacts:

As a result, the connection between promoted products and accounts/contacts will be set. During a visit to a
pharmacy, when performing the [ SKU monitoring ] action, a med rep will see only the products promoted via this
account. During a visit to a doctor, when performing the [ Promoted products ] action, a med rep will see only
the products promoted via this contact.

Note. If an account has more than one subsidiary companies, when adding products to the [ Products ]
tab of the parent company, added products will appear on the corresponding tabs of the subsidiary
companies. However, when adding new products to subsidiary company pages, the products will not be

Open the system designer by clicking  in the top right corner of the application window.1.

Click the [ Lookups ] link in the [ System setup ] block.2.

Click the [ Field sales rules ] lookup.3.

Select the required rule, for example, “Visit to the doctor” and expand by clicking the  button.4.

Open the [ Actions during visit ] detail.5.

Select the “Presentation” record and click .6.

On the displayed page, expand the [ Presentation ] detail and click .7.

In the displayed string, click  in the field.8.

In the displayed lookup, select a knowledge base article with an attached presentation.9.

If necessary, add other knowledge base articles with attachments.

As a result, the med rep’s mobile device will display the presentation and the med rep will have access to other
added knowledge base articles on the [ Attachments ] detail.

10.

Go to the [ Accounts ] detail of the product page and add the list of all accounts that promote the product.
The information about the product will be automatically added to the [ Products ] detail of an account page.

Add the promoted products to the [ Products ] detail of the account page of the account where the products
must be promoted. The information about accounts will be added to the [ Accounts ] detail of the product
page.

Go to the [ Contacts ] detail of the product page and add the list of all contacts that promote the product. The
information about the product will be automatically added to the [ Products ] detail of a contact page.

Alternatively, add the promoted products to the [ Products ] detail of the contact page of the contact who
promotes the product. The information about the product will be automatically added to the [ Products ] detail
of a contact page.
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added to the parent company page. When deleting products from the [ Products ] tab of the parent
company, the products will not be removed from the subsidiary companies’ pages.

Portal Creatio first steps
PRODUCTS: ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Creatio portal is available for both on-site and cloud deployment options. The portal is ready for use out of the
box. We recommend having a look at what the portal functions have to offer.

Log in to the portal
You need a portal user account to access the portal. Users can access the portal via an invitation email or sign up
by themselves if you enable self-registration. If you need to create a single account, you can do it manually in the
primary application:

The main application and the portal have two different login pages. To log in to the portal:

Click  → “System users.”1.

Click [ Add ] → “Portal user.”2.

Select a contact, fill out the [ Username ] and [ Password ] fields.3.

Save the changes.

As a result, Creatio will create a new portal user, add them to the “All portal users” role and assign them a
portal license.

Note. The name of the portal license consists of the portal configuration and the Creatio deployment
method, e. g., “Creatio self-service portal cloud” or “Creatio Customer Portal on-site”.

4.

Log out of the primary application (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Log out of the primary application

1.

Add /login/SSPLogin.aspx to the URL inyou’re the address bar. Example of a link:
mysite.creatio.com/login/SSPLogin.aspx. As a result, you will be redirected to the portal home page.

2.
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Portal customization overview
You can tailor the portal’s functionality to your company’s business goals.

Set up integration with Avaya
PRODUCTS: ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

To set up an Avaya integration, take the following steps:

In Creatio, the Avaya integration functionality requires a separate license. You need to generate a license request,
send it to our service team, upload the received license file into the system, and distribute the licenses among the
users. Read more: Creatio licensing and Manage user licenses.

The integration is only possible if complete preliminary Avaya setup was performed by the phone integration
administrator.

Attention. If you set up the telephony for a Creatio production environment, deploy Creatio Messaging

Enter your login credentials and click [ Login ].
Study the portal functionality and move on to further setup.

3.

Set up sections available on the portal. You can add up to 3 custom sections on the portal. Note that you
can only add custom sections in the “customer portal” configuration. Learn more: Creatio portal overview,
Customize Portal Creatio.

1.

Customize the portal. Personalize the portal to reflect your brand:2.

Upload your logo. The logo is displayed on the portal main page and the login page.

Add the customer support contact options to the portal login page.

Add charts and other analytics to the portal main page.

Learn more: Customize the portal.

Set up roles and access permissions. You can group multiple portal users into portal organizations, and
assign administrators for these organizations from among the portal users. Additionally, you can set up
different access permissions for the data available on the portal for these organizations. Learn more: Manage
users and access permissions on the portal.

3.

Set up user authentication. There are multiple ways to add new portal users to Creatio: manually, by
importing from Excel, by synchronizing with LDAP, via SSO (Single-Sign-On), via an invitation email, via self-
registration. Learn more: Manage users and access permissions on the portal.

4.

Create partner programs and display partner metrics in the “Partner portal” configuration. You can also
process leads and opportunities in collaboration with your partners using lead and corporate sales
management processes. Learn more: Channel sales.

5.

Set up Creatio Messaging Service. Read more >>>1.

Set up the message exchange library. Read more >>>2.

Set up the Avaya parameters. Read more >>>3.
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Service on a separate node rather than on the Creatio application server. To ensure the fault tolerance of
your phone integration, we recommend setting up at least two nodes with Creatio Messaging Service, as
well as a balancer that would redirect users in case of lost connection with one of the nodes.

1. Set up Creatio Messaging Service (formerly Terrasoft
Messaging Service)
The messaging service allows you to connect Creatio to Avaya via the DMCC .NET API integration protocol and
distribute the call events between Creatio users.

Attention. Install Creatio Messaging Service on a .NET Framework Windows server to integrate Avaya
PBX.

DMCC .NET API integration protocol requires licenses. The number of licenses should correspond to the number
of Creatio users who simultaneously use Avaya phone integration. See Avaya documentation for more
information.

Note. Your PBX must include Avaya Application Enablement Services (AES) component for Avaya phone
integration. The integration is available for AES server version 5.2 and later.

Before installing Creatio Messaging Service (CMS), make sure that your computer runtime environment has:1.

A .NET Framework package version 4.7.2 or later on the server where you are going to install Creatio
Messaging Service.

At least 2 Gb of RAM and 20 Gb of free drive space.

Contact Creatio support to receive the messaging service installation files or download the files via the URL:
Download Creatio Messaging Service. Unpack the archive to a folder to ensure a smooth installation. If you
run the installation directly from the archive, the archiver application may interfere with the install wizard.

Attention. Deploy CMS on the server connected to both the Creatio application server and the PBX.
Read more: Telephony integration basics.

2.

Run the Creatio Messaging Service Install.msi file on the machine intended as the message exchange server
and proceed with the installation.

3.

Make sure that the “TerrasoftMessagingService” service is running in the Windows Services application. If the
“TerrasoftMessagingService” service is not running, start it manually.

4.

Open the folder with the service files: ~\BPMonline Messaging Service. Specify the following parameters for
Avaya connector in the “Terrasoft.Messaging.Service.exe.config” configuration file:

5.

<avaya serverIp="" port="4721" useSecureSockets="False" ctiUser="" psw="" protocolVersion="http://www.ecma-international.org/standards/ecma-323/csta/ed3/priv6" switchName="CM"
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Note. Follow this instruction if you need to update the Creatio Messaging Service.

2. Set up the message exchange library
Message exchange library selection and setup is performed once by the system administrator.

See the list of configuration file parameters in the table below.

Parameter
caption

Parameter function

avaya serverIp AES server address.

port Connection port to AES server. Default value: “4721” for the unsecured
connection or “4722” for the secured connection.

useSecureSockets The checkbox for the encrypted connection usage requires adding a certificate.
By default, “False.”

ctiUser Avaya AES (Avaya AES user login) username.

psw Avaya AES user password.

protocolVersion The protocol used to connect to AES server. the default value:
“http://www.ecma-international.org/standards/ecma-323/csta/ed3/priv6.”

switchName Avaya (hostname Avaya switch) hostname switch.

Test the phone integration.6.

Open the system designer by clicking  in the top right corner of the application window.1.

Click “System settings” in the “System setup” block.2.

In the “Default messages exchange library” (“SysMsgLib” code) system setting, set the default value to
“Telephony integration library based on Avaya (DMCC) protocol.”

3.

Specify the message service connection parameters. To do this, open the “Message exchange server”
(“SysMsgServerNode” code) system setting. In the [ Default value ] field, specify the message exchange
network address in the following format: “ws://0.0.0.0:2013” if your website is served over HTTP or
“wss://0.0.0.0:2013” if your website is served over HTTPS, where:

Note. If your website is served over HTTPS and secure (WSS) connection is used for WebSockets, you

4.

“0.0.0.0” – IP address that your Creatio users use to access your message exchange server.

“2013” – the port used by default for connecting to the messaging service. You can change the port
number in the “Terrasoft.Messaging.Service.exe.config” file.
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3. Set up the Avaya parameters
These settings should be applied for each Creatio user who received Avaya integration license. Use the user login
credentials to access the system.

Schedule sales rep visits
Schedule visits of your sales reps to the sales outlets and build routes on the map using the [ Activities ] section.

Use the [ Visit scheduling ] view, the [ Calendar ] view, and the section list to schedule a visit. You can build
optimal routes in the [ Visit scheduling ] view.

Use the [ Visit scheduling ] view of the [ Activities ] section to plan field meetings.

The [ Visit scheduling ] view has the following functional areas:

Schedule visits automatically
Use the cyclic tasks functionality to automatically plan field staff visits to sales outlets in Fieldd Module for Creatio.

will need to install a security certificate on the message exchange server and specify it in the
configuration files of the message service. For more information about the setup process, contact
Creatio technical support.

Click [ Save ].5.

Open the user profile page by clicking the [ Profile ] image button on the main page of the application.1.

Click the [ Call Center parameters setup ] button.2.

On the opened page, fill out the required values:3.

[ Disable Call Center integration ] – this checkbox allows you to disable Creatio integration with the phone
integration. The call button will not be displayed on the communication panel of the application.

a.

[ Agent's Id ], [ Password ] – agent's data on Avaya server.b.

[ Number ] – agent's number on the Avaya server.c.

[ Enable debugging ] – this checkbox allows you to display troubleshooting information within the browser
console. This troubleshooting information can be used when the phone integration runs into problems and
the customer addresses the service team.

d.

Click [ Save ].4.

Refresh the browser page to apply the changes.5.

Account list. The area displays the list of locations (e.g., sales outlets) with scheduled visits. The list includes
only the accounts that have the same owner specified as the one that is selected in the calendar. You can filter
the records in the accounts list by selecting the [ Apply filter ] option from the  button menu.

1.

A sales rep’s calendar in the [ Visit scheduling ] view is similar to the standard user calendar. The titles of
days in the calendar contain additional buttons that allow the user to build the sales rep's daily route.

2.

Route map The map that displays the daily route of a sales rep.3.
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A cyclic task is an activity that includes multiple visits planned for a certain period of time. You can create cyclic
tasks in the [ Cyclic tasks ] section. One cyclic task may schedule multiple visits over a certain period.

Note. After installing the “Field Module for Creatio” app, make sure you add the [ Cyclic tasks ] section to
the needed workplaces.

1. Add a cyclic task

2. Schedule med rep visits using cyclic tasks
After adding a cyclic task. proceed to schedule visits. To do so:

Go to the [ Cyclic tasks ] section.1.

Click the [ New task ] button.2.

On the displayed page, populate the required fields: specify the name of the cyclic task, the start and the end
dates, and the owner. The owner must be a contact for which the system user is created.

3.

On the [ General information ] tab:4.

Click  in the [ Visit categories ] detail to add a new visit category record.a.

Specify the name of the category in the [ Name ] field.b.

In the [ Quantity ] field, specify the total number of visits you want to schedule for the selected time frame.
The [ Days between visits ] and the [ Visits frequency per month ] field values are populated automatically.

Note. If you change the values in either one of the [ Quantity ], [ Days between visits ] and the
[ Visits frequency per month ] fields, the values in the other two fields will be automatically
recalculated based on the total task execution period.

c.

Select the lookup value in the [ Visit rule ] field to specify the rule according to which the visit will be
performed. Visit rules determine the actions that the sales rep is expected to perform during the visit. Use
the [ Field visit rules ] lookup to set up custom visit rules, if needed.

d.

Add the accounts of the “Sales outlet” and “Retail chain” types to the [ Accounts ] detail. Creatio will be
scheduling visits to these accounts.

e.

Save the cyclic task.

Note. We recommend planning your visits quarterly to analyze product promotion results correctly.

5.

Open the cyclic task created on the previous step. Use the [ Calculate available visits ] command of the
[ Actions ] menu on the cyclic task page to calculate available visit slots. As a result, Creatio will populate the
[ Available quantity of visits ] field of the cyclic task page (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Available visit quantity

1.
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Automatic scheduling of visits
The algorithm for automatic visit planning is as follows:

When the calculation is finished, the [ Schedule visits ] action will become available on the cyclic task page
(Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 The [ Schedule visits ] action

2.

Run the [ Schedule visits ] action to start the process of automatic visit scheduling in accordance with the
configured parameters and the sales rep’s calendar. Creatio will notify you when the import process is
complete. The [ Quantity of scheduled visits ] field will display the number of scheduled visits. The visit activities
will appear on the [ Activity ] detail of the corresponding accounts.

3.

Creatio determines the route starting point. The current location of a sales rep responsible for the visit can be
a starting point. The location is determined based on the information from the [ Addresses ] detail of the
corresponding contact page. If the contact’s address is not specified, the system will use the address from
the connected account page.

1.

Creatio determines the closest sales outlet to the starting point. The optimal car route is determined within the
200 km radius.

2.

Creatio checks the working hours of the sales rep and retail outlet.3.
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Schedule visits manually
Before scheduling visits, make sure that the rule that applies to the visit corresponds to the needed time period.
If several field rules apply to one visit, Creatio will let you choose which rule to apply to that visit. Learn more: Set
up rules and actions of a visit.

To schedule a visit:

Note. When checking the working hours, Creatio analyzes the calendar of the sales rep employee.
Sales outlet work hours are determined in the “Base calendar” system setting (“BaseCalendar“ code).

Creatio creates the first visit.4.

If the visit time is outside of the working hours, Creatio will look for the next closest location. The procedure
repeats until all visits have been scheduled.

5.

In the [ Activities ] section, select the [ Visit scheduling ] view (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3 Selecting the [ Visit scheduling ] view

1.

Use the filters in the calendar area to select the time period and a sales rep employee.2.

Select an outlet to schedule a visit to in the list of accounts to the left, then drag it and drop into the needed
time in the calendar (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4 Adding a visit to the calendar

3.
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You can also schedule a visit of field staff in the [ Calendar ] view of the [ Activities ] section. Click [ Add action ] →
“Visit” on the toolbar to schedule a visit (Fig. 5). This method of scheduling a visit requires populating the
[ Contact ] or [ Account ] field on the visit page. If both fields are blank, you will not be able to save the record.

Fig. 5 Adding a visit in the [ Activities ] section list

As a result, Creatio will add a new “Visit“ activity with the “Visit“ type. The primary contact of the account will be
specified as the contact of the visit. The list of actions will be added to the visit according to the corresponding
visit rule. Creatio sets the duration of the visit will according to the corresponding visit rule. If necessary, you can
change the visit duration manually.

Note. After adding all visit activities of a sales rep on the calendar, use the map to view the changes in the
sales rep's route for each day. Canceled visits are not taken into account when building a route.
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To automatically connect a manually created visit to a cyclic task, the following parameters must coincide:

If the above parameters of a visit correspond to those of a cyclic task, the [ Cyclic task ] field on the [ General
Information ] tab of the visit page will be populated with that cyclic task, and the cyclic task will treat the manually
scheduled visit as if it was scheduled automatically (will not schedule duplicate visits, etc.).

Build a route for a field staff member
Build field staff routes on the map for more efficient visit scheduling. Creatio uses the timing of visits and the
locations of the sales outlets to automatically chart routes that the sales reps should take.

The sales outlet is displayed on the map based on the GPS coordinates specified on the account page. If an
account has several addresses, Creatio will use the address marked as “primary”, regardless of the address
type. You can view the address of an outlet on the map and the title of the corresponding visit by clicking the
marker of the visit.

When all the visits are added to the map, build a route. Click the corresponding  button that is located next to
the date in the calendar (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6 Building a sales rep route for a day

As a result, the map will display all visits for the selected day. The order of visits on the map will correspond to
their order in the schedule.

The  button in the day title will change its color. The button color will correspond to the color of the route on the
map. The route color is different for each day.

You can view routes for several days by clicking  for multiple dates.

Note. On the map, the point that the route starts from is your current location if your browser allows
sharing this information. If your browser privacy settings do not permit sharing location, the first point of
the route is the value specified in the “Default city for employees“ system setting (“EmployeeCityDef”
code).

Schedule med rep visits
Schedule visits of your pharmaceutical reps to physicians and pharmacies and build routes on the map using the
[ Visit scheduling ] view of the [ Activities ] section.

The [ Visit scheduling ] view has the following functional areas:

visit time frame

account.

Contact list. The area displays the list of doctors with scheduled visits. To display a list of contacts with a
certain system user as owner, specify the owner’s full name in the schedule quick filter. The records in the list

1.
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Schedule visits automatically
Use the [ Cyclic tasks ] section in Pharma Creatio to automatically plan medical rep visits to pharmacies and
physicians. A cyclic task is an activity that includes multiple visits planned for a certain period of time. You can
create cyclic tasks in the [ Cyclic tasks ] section. One cyclic task may schedule multiple visits over a certain
period.

Note. After installing the “Pharma Creatio” app, make sure you add the [ Cyclic tasks ] section to the
needed workplaces.

1. Add a cyclic task

of contacts can be filtered via the [ Apply filter ] command of the  menu.

Account list. The list displays pharmacies and hospitals where you can schedule visits. To display a list of
accounts with a certain system user as owner, specify the owner’s full name in the schedule quick filter. You
can filter the records in the accounts list by selecting the [ Apply filter ] option from the  button menu.

2.

Med rep's calendar. The calendar in the [ Visit scheduling ] view is similar to the standard user calendar. The
titles of days in the calendar contain additional buttons that allow the user to build the pharmaceutical rep's
daily route.

3.

Route map. The map that displays the pharmaceutical rep's daily route.4.

Go to the [ Cyclic tasks ] section.1.

Click the [ New task ] button.2.

On the displayed page, fill in the required fields. On the displayed page, populate the required fields: specify the
name of the cyclic task, the start and the end dates, and the owner. The owner must be a contact for which
the system user is created.

3.

On the [ General information ] tab:4.

Add the visit category. Specify the name of the category in the [ Name ] field.a.

In the [ Quantity ] field, specify the total number of visits you want to schedule for the selected time frame.
The [ Days between visits ] and the [ Visits frequency per month ] field values are populated automatically.

Note. If you change the values in either one of the [ Quantity ], [ Days between visits ] and the
[ Visits frequency per month ] fields, the values in the other two fields will be automatically
recalculated based on the total task execution period.

b.

Select the lookup value in the [ Visit rule ] field to specify the rule according to which the visit will be
performed. The field is populated from the [ Field sales rules ] lookup.

Select the contacts and accounts in the [ Doctors ] and [ Pharmacies ] details.

In the [ Products ] tab, specify a list of products, which the medical rep will promote for physicians and
pharmacies.

5.
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Note. We recommend planning your visits quarterly to analyze product promotion results correctly.

2. Schedule med rep visits using cyclic tasks
After adding a cyclic task. proceed to schedule visits. To do so:

Note. During automatic visit planning, the products specified on the [ Promoted products ] detail will be
promoted instead of those specified on the [ Products ] tab of a contact (doctor), or an account
(pharmacy) page.

Save the cyclic task (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Populated cyclic task page

6.

Open the cyclic task created on the previous step. Use the [ Calculate available visits ] command of the
[ Actions ] menu on the cyclic task page to calculate available visit slots. As a result, Creatio will populate the
[ Available quantity of visits ] field of the cyclic task page (Fig. 2)

Fig. 2 Available visit quantity

1.
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Automatic scheduling of visits
The algorithm for automatic visit planning is as follows:

When the calculation is finished, the [ Schedule visits ] action will become available on the cyclic task page
(Fig. 3).

Fig. 3 The [ Schedule visits ] action

2.

Run the [ Schedule visits ] action to start the process of automatic visits scheduling in accordance with the
configured parameters and physician and medical rep calendars. You will receive a notification when the visits
are scheduled. The [ Quantity of scheduled visits ] will display the number of scheduled visits. The visit activities
will appear on the [ Activity ] detail of the corresponding contacts and accounts.

3.

Creatio determines the route starting point. The current location of a sales rep responsible for the visit can be
a starting point. The location is determined based on the information from the [ Addresses ] detail of the
corresponding contact page. If the contact’s address is not specified, the system will use the address from
the connected account page.

1.

Creatio determines the closest sales outlet to the starting point. The optimal car route is determined within the
200 km radius.

2.

Creatio checks the working hours of both the physician (pharmacy) and the medical rep.3.
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Schedule visits manually

Note. Before scheduling visits, make sure that the rule that applies to the visit corresponds to the needed
time period and visit category. Setting up visit rules is performed in the [ Field sales rules ] lookup.

To schedule a visit:

Note. When checking the working hours of visit participants, the system analyzes the calendars of the
medical rep and the doctor.

The system will create the first visit if the schedules of the medical rep and the physician (pharmacy) coincide.

If the visit time is outside of the working hours of both parties, the system will look for the next closest
location. Further planning and creation of visits is carried out in the same way.

4.

In the [ Activities ] section, select the [ Visit scheduling ] view (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4 Selecting the [ Visit scheduling ] view

1.

On the opened page, in the calendar filter area select the time period and the employee to schedule visits for.2.

If you plan a physician visit, select that physician’s contact and drag it to the calendar area (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5 Adding a visit to the calendar

3.
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If more than one rule is set up for the period, a rule selection window will open (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6 Selecting a visit rule

Note. Visit rules are set up in the [ Field sales rules ] lookup.

As a result, the calendar will contain a new activity with the “Visit“ type. The contact that you dragged on
the schedule area will be specified in the corresponding visit. The list of actions set up in the [ Field sales
rules ] lookup will be added to the visit. The duration of the visit will correspond to the value from the
corresponding visit rule. If necessary, you can change the visit duration manually.

Pharmacy visits are scheduled in a similar way, by dragging an account to the schedule.4.
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Note. When the calendar of visits has been changed, use the map to view the changes in the
pharmaceutical rep's route. Canceled visits are not taken into account when building a route.

To automatically connect a manually created visit to a cyclic task, the following parameters must coincide:

If the above parameters are the same in the [ Cyclic task ] field of the [ Connected to ] detail of the [ Basic
Information ] tab of the manually scheduled visit, the name of the associated cyclic task is displayed.

Configure a personal calendar
When planning visits, weekends and business hours are taken into account. Therefore, it is required to configure
calendars prior to planning visit dates. By default, a single basic calendar with the following characteristics is set
up in the system:

This calendar is specified as default in the [ Base calendar ] system setting (“BaseCalendar” code). You can
modify the standard calendar according to the working schedule of your company, or create a new one and add
it to the system setting as the default one. Additionally, you can create personal calendars for pharmacies and
doctors who your medical representatives are going to visit. The [ Base calendar ] system setting
(“BaseCalendar” code) must be filled in for correct work of calendars. The system will refer to the [ Base calendar
] system setting if a contact’s calendar is not configured.

Example. A process of setting up a contact’s personal calendar with a six-day workweek and a shorter
day on Saturday is described below. The lunch break is fixed, its duration is 1 hour.

To create a new calendar:

visit time frame

promoted product

physician and/or pharmacy

Time zone GMT 0, without daylight saving time.

5-day workweek (from Monday till Friday).

8-hour workday (from 9:00 AM to 6:00 PM), without lunch break.

Workdays with irregular business hours and holidays are not included.

Select “Calendar” in the [ Actions ] menu on the contact page.1.

Confirm adding a new personal calendar by clicking [ Yes ].
The page for setting up the personal calendar of the contact will open. The [ Name ] and [ Time zone ] fields
are populated automatically he [ Name ] field is read-only, but you can change the time zone if necessary.

2.

In the [ User ] field, specify the company rep who will perform visits to the contact. Their working hours will be
taken into consideration when planning visits.

3.

Edit the workweek settings. The default week parameters match the parameters of the base calendar. Set the
day type as “Work” for all days from Monday to Friday, “Reduced” for Saturday and “Day off” for Sunday.

4.

Set up work time. Set the technical break by separating the work time into two intervals, before and after the5.
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Build a route for a med rep
Using the map allows you to save your pharmaceutical reps' time when moving around the city.

Med outlet is displayed on the map in accordance with the GPS coordinates specified on the account page. By
default, when building routes, Creatio used the last added address of the pharmacy account.

In case of a physician visit, last added address of the corresponding hospital account is used. The address is
displayed on the [ Addresses ] detail of the [ Contact info ] tab of the contact page.

Note. You can view the address of the sales outlet on the map and the title of the selected visit by clicking
the marker of the visit.

When all the visits are added to the map, build a route.

To view routes for one day, tap the  button located in the day title of the calendar (Fig. 8).

Fig. 8 Building a route for a med rep

As a result, the map will display all visits for the selected day. The order of visits on the map will correspond to
their order in the schedule. The  button in the day title will change its color. The button color will correspond to
the color of the route on the map. The route color is different for each day.

You can view routes for several days by clicking  for multiple dates.

Note. On the map, the point that the route starts from is your current location (your browser will need
permission to share your current location). If your browser privacy settings do not permit sharing location,
the first point of the route is the value specified in the “Default city for employees“ system setting
(“EmployeeCityDef” code).

Manage Portal Creatio in the main
application
PRODUCTS: ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

break: 9:00 AM – 1:00 PM and 2:00 PM – 6:00 PM.

Specify all holidays on the [ Days off ] tab.

Note. The [ Calendars ] lookup may also be used to configure personal calendars of contacts. The
setup sequence is the same. Open the system designer by clicking the  button at the top right corner
of the application window.

6.
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This article covers how administrators in the main Creatio application can manage portal users and portal access
permissions.

Portal administrators can perform some of these operations as well. Learn more: Manage a portal organization
account.

You can create individual portal users or portal organizations – groups of portal users connected to one account.
Organizations allow you to manage your customers’ employees who work with the portal. You can appoint portal
administrators from users in the organization. Administrators can create and delete users, assign permissions
and invite new users to the portal.

Creatio lets you configure which data and functionality are available for portal users. Assign portal user
permissions in several ways:

Listed below are a few common business cases of portal setup.

For the “All portal users” parent role. All portal users in this role will obtain the same access
permissions.

For each user separately. Each user will obtain separate access permissions.

For a portal organization. Users will inherit the permissions of their organization.

For user groups. You can create subordinate organizational roles in the “All portal users” role, and configure
access permissions for them. Add several functional roles with different access permissions. to
compartmentalize the users’ access within a single organization.

A portal for users without organizations. This is the simplest structure. Add individual portal users to
Creatio. Configure permissions for an individual user, for all users (by configuring permissions for a parent
role), for user groups (if you created subordinate organizational roles). Setup procedure:

1.

Create users:a.

Add portal users manually.

Allow portal users to register on their own.

Set up the email invitations.d.

Set up the portal users’ access permissions.e.

A portal with organizations and the same access permissions for all users. This structure connects
portal users to an account, i. e., groups them in an organization. You can configure access permissions for
each organization individually. Users inherit the permissions from their organization, therefore, you do not
need to configure permissions for each user separately. Setup procedure:

2.

Set up the organizational structure:a.

Create organizations and users in Creatio.

Appoint portal administrators.

Create portal users on the portal as the portal administrator.

Set up email invitations.e.

Set up the portal users’ access permissions:f.

Set up permissions in Creatio.
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Manage portal users
All users who have access to the portal must be in the “All portal users” organizational role. Create a portal user
account for each portal user. Each portal user account must be linked to a contact.

Add portal users
System administrators or users who have permission to the “Manage portal users”
(“CanAdministratePortalUsers” code) system operation can create portal users in the primary application. The
latter is a good option when an employee who is not supposed to have access to other employee accounts is in
charge of creating portal users.

You can add the following types of portal users:

Deactivate users to restrict them from accessing the portal.

Add an individual portal user
You need administrator privileges to be able to add portal users.

To add a portal user account:

Configure access permissions on the portal as the portal administrator.

A portal with organizations and different access permissions in a single organization. You can create
separate roles within a portal organization and configure their permissions. For example, create functional
roles for the main and regional office managers and connect users in an organization to one of these
functional roles. Users inherit permissions from their functional role, therefore, you do not need to configure
permissions for each user separately. Setup procedure:

3.

Set up the organizational structure:a.

Create organizations and users in Creatio.

Appoint portal administrators.

Create portal users on the portal as the portal administrator.

Set up email invitations.e.

Set up the portal users’ access permissions:f.

Set up permissions in Creatio.

Configure access permissions on the portal as the portal administrator.

Individual portal users without an organization. In this case, you need to register each user separately.

Portal organization users. You can add portal organization users in bulk.

Note. Also, you can import portal users via LDAP integration or from Excel. Learn more: Set up LDAP
synchronization, Import from Excel.

Click  → “Organizational roles” → “All portal users.”1.
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Note. If a contact record for the new portal user does not exist yet, you can add it during this step. Click 
 in the [ Contact ] field, then click [ New ] in the lookup window that pops up. Fill out the contact page

that opens. After you save the contact page, you will return to the new user page. Creatio will populate the
[ Contact ] field with the newly created contact.

Add a portal user as part of a portal organization
To link portal users to an organization, add the organization record first.

All users in an organization automatically inherit any permissions assigned to that organization. This lets you set
up access permissions once – for an organization – and assign these permissions by adding new users to the
organization.

Depending on the user permissions, there are several ways to create an organization and add users to it.

Creatio will add a new user account with updated access permissions. The previous user account is deactivated
to prevent duplication.

Go to [ Users ] tab → [ Users ] detail →  → [ Add new ].2.

Fill out the new user page (Fig. 1). Learn more: Add users.

Fig. 1 Creating a new user

3.

Users with system administrator permissions can create organizations from the organizational role page.

Users with permissions to the “Manage portal users” (“CanAdministratePortalUsers” code) system operation
can create organizations from the account page.
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Add users to an organization from the organizational role page

Use this option in the following situations:

If you do not have permission to access the [System users] section.

If a portal user changed their employer, you can move the corresponding contact to the relevant organization.

Click  → “Organizational roles” → “All portal users.”1.

Go to the [ Organizations ] detail →  → select an account for the new organization in the [ Account ] field
(Fig. 2). Use the search bar in the account lookup window to find the relevant account by its name.

Note. If an account record for the new portal organization does not exist yet, you can add it during this
step when filling out the [ Account ] field on the organization page.

If necessary, modify the organization’s name in the [ Name ] field.

Fig. 2 Adding a portal organization from the organizational role page

2.

Save the page. Go to the [ Organizations ] detail and click the needed organization. The organization page will
open.

3.

If the contact record already exists, go to the [ Portal users ] detail →  → [ Add existing contacts ] to add a
new contact. Select the contacts in the pop-up window (Fig. 3).
Click  and select [ Add new contacts ] to add a new contact. Enter the emails of the new users. Use spaces
or commas to delimit the emails. Creatio automatically validates any entered email. Click [ Create portal users ].

4.
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As a result, the users will be added to the organization and automatically inherit any permissions assigned to that
organization. If you move an existing user to a new organization, the previous user account is deactivated to
prevent duplication.

To manage the portal users’ parameters (login, password, roles, and licenses), double-click the corresponding
string on the [ Portal users ] detail.

Managing the portal users’ parameters requires permission to the [ Manage portal users ]
(“CanAdministratePortalUsers” code) system operation. Learn more: Set up system operation permissions.

Add users to a portal organization from the account page

Use this option if you do not have permission to access the [ System users ] section.

Creatio will locate the contacts with matching email addresses or create a new contact for each address that
does not match any existing contacts. For any new contacts, the [ Full name ] field will contain the email local
part, i. e. the text before “@.”

Creatio will prompt you to send email invitations to the new portal users. You can close the prompt and send
the invitations later.

Fig. 3 Adding users to a portal organization from the organizational role page

5.

Open the account page → click the [ Contacts and structure ] tab → go to the [ Portal users ] detail.1.

Click [ Create organization ]. The button will be available only if the account is not already linked to a portal
organization.

Note. If you try to add portal users by clicking  before you create a portal organization, you will be

2.
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prompted to create a portal organization.

Select “All portal users” in the [ Parent role ] field (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4 Adding a portal organization from the account page

3.

Save the changes. As a result, a new organization will be added and become available on the “All portal users”
role page.

4.

If the contact record already exists, go to the [ Portal users ] detail →  → [ Add existing contacts ] to add a
new contact. Select the contacts in the pop-up window (Fig. 5).
Click  and select [ Add new contacts ] to add a new contact. Enter the portal user emails and click [ Add
users ].

5.

Creatio will prompt you to send email invitations to the new portal users. You can close the prompt and send
the invitations later.

Fig. 5 Adding users to a portal organization from the [ Portal users ] detail

6.
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As a result, the users will be added to the organization and automatically inherit any permissions assigned to that
organization.

To manage the portal users’ parameters (login, password, roles, and licenses), double-click the corresponding
string on the [ Portal users ] detail.

Portal administrators can also add new portal users within their organization.

Deactivate users
System administrators can deactivate portal user accounts to restrict the portal users from accessing the portal.

Deactivate a portal user from the user page

Note. Also, you can add portal users to an organization from the [ Contacts ] detail. Select several
contacts in the detail’s list, click  and select [ Add portal users ].

Click  →“System users.” Open the user page.1.

Clear the [ Active ] checkbox and save the changes (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6 Deactivate an individual portal user

2.
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Deactivate a portal user from the organization page

As a result, the user will be suspended and will not be able to access the portal. You can reactivate the user at
any time.

Send portal invitations
Send the new user an email invitation to allow them to log in to the portal. The invitations are sent to the email
specified on the portal user’s contact page. You can customize the invitation by modifying the corresponding

Click  → “Organizational roles” → “All portal users.”1.

Go to the [ Organizations ] detail and click the needed organization. Locate the relevant user.2.

Clear the [ Active ] checkbox and save the changes (Fig. 7).

Fig. 7 Deactivate a portal user in an organization

3.
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email template.

Sending invitations requires an integrated mailbox. Learn more: Set up base integrations.

Note. Portal users who are administrators of portal organizations can also send invitations. Learn more:
Send invitations to portal users.

To enable messaging, perform initial setup:

Send the invitation right after adding a new portal user by clicking [ Send invites ].
To send or resend invitations to arbitrary users at any moment:

Set up a mailbox for sending portal user invitations and password recovery emails. Specify the mailbox
address in the “SSP registration mail box” (“SSPRegistrationMailbox” code) system setting.

1.

If necessary, set up preferred languages for the portal user contacts and localized templates. Otherwise, the
users will receive notifications in the default language. If the [ Culture ] field on the user page contains
language other than the default, and notification templates are available in that language, the user will receive
localized notifications.

2.

Customize the email text. To do this, set up the portal registration template.
Open  → “Lookups” → [ Message templates ] lookup → “Template - Portal user registration” localized
template (Fig. 8). Edit this template to customize the email text and layout, as well as add localized versions.

Fig. 8 The portal user registration template

3.
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Note. If a user clicks the portal link in the invitation email and does not specify any password, Creatio will
generate the password automatically. The link in the invitation email works only once. A portal administrator
should send another portal invite to any users who did not specify their password on the first login.

Fig. 9 Send the portal invites

After the user clicks the link in the portal invitation email, they are redirected to the password setup page
(Fig. 10).

Fig. 10 Create a password on the first portal login

Select the needed users in the [ Portal users ] detail.1.

Click  and select [ Send invites ] (Fig. 9):2.
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Set up the user self-registration on the portal
The self-registration for portal users helps to save time and automates several system administrators and portal
administrator functions. The setup procedure consists of several steps.

Required steps:

Optional steps:

Create a portal system user
Creatio requires a user account with the most limited access permissions to ensure the correct self-registration
of portal users, password recovery, and case feedback collection. By default, this is the SysPortalConnection
user. Make sure that you do not delete this user, and do not modify this user’s access permissions and licensing.
Otherwise, the portal user self-registration might become unavailable.

If you face any issues with self-registration, check the system user settings:

To change the portal user account:

Set up portal user licensing at self-registration
To let the portal users obtain a portal license automatically during registration:

Make sure that there is a Creatio portal system user with the least permissions.

Set up portal user licensing at self-registration.

Set up notifications about portal user registration and password recovery.

Edit the registration and password recovery email templates.

Click  → “System users.” Locate a portal system user record.1.

Open the system user page SysPortalConnection → find a portal license in the [ Licenses ] tab.2.

Make sure the system user is connected to an existing contact (the [ Contact ] field).

Note. The portal license name consists of the portal configuration and the Creatio deployment method,
e.g., “Creatio self-service portal cloud” or “Creatio customer portal on-site”.

3.

Add a user in the [ Users and roles management ] section. Click  → [ System users ] → [ New ] → [ Portal
user ]. Please do not specify “Supervisor” or an employee user who works in the main Creatio application.

1.

Assign a portal license on the [ Licenses ] tab.2.

Configure the minimal access permissions for the new user in the [ Object permissions ] section.3.

Specify the new user in the Creatio settings:4.

For on-site Creatio: specify the user in the web.config file. Learn more: Set up portal user licensing at self-
registration.

a.

For cloud Creatio: contact Creatio support and provide the user credentials.b.

Click  →“System users.”1.
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In the license manager, verify that there are unassigned portal licenses left to issue to the self-registered
portal users. Creatio will assign the licenses automatically. Learn more: Creatio licensing.

Note. The name of the portal license consists of the portal configuration and the Creatio deployment
method, e.g., “Creatio self-service portal cloud” or “Creatio customer portal on-site”.

For on-site Creatio, you also need to edit the Web.config file located in the root directory of the Creatio
application:

Open the portal system user page. By default, the portal system user is SysPortalConnection.2.

On the [ Licenses ] tab, select a checkbox next to the portal license (Fig. 11).

Fig. 11 Assign a portal license to the system user

3.

In the SspUserRegistrationLicPackage parameter, specify the name of the product whose licenses to assign
upon the portal user creation. For example:

1.

<add key="SspUserRegistrationLicPackage" value ="Creatio Customer Portal On-Site" />

Make sure that the UserManagementSauName and UserManagementSauPassword parameters contain
the system user login and password. New portal users will receive the permissions of the user specified in the
configuration file.

2.
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Set up notifications for portal users
Configure a portal notification mailbox to send invitations or confirmation emails to portal users. To do this, you
need to synchronize a mailbox with Creatio. Learn more: Set up base integrations.

To set up notifications for portal users:

Click  → “System settings.”

You can customize the templates for email notifications that the portal users receive after registration or
when recovering their passwords. You can set up a localized email template in the [ Email templates ] lookup. By
default, Creatio uses the following templates for email notifications:

Creatio uses the following system settings to determine which template will be sent to a user:

Click  → System Designer → “System settings” to edit these system settings.

Set up password recovery
If a user is unable to log in to the portal, they are to request the administrator to send another invite or use the
password recovery functionality (Fig. 12).

Fig. 12 Password recovery

After clicking [ Forgot password ] on the login page, the user will receive an email with a password recovery link.

Open the “SSP registration mail box” (“SSPRegistrationMailbox” code) system setting.1.

In the [ Default value ] field, specify a mailbox from which to send notifications to the portal users.2.

“SSP invite template (US)” - an invitation to the portal.

“Template - Portal user registration” - portal user registration confirmation.

“Link for password recovery” - password recovery link.
Learn more: Set up an email template.

“SSP invite template” (“PortalInvitationEmailTemplate” code).

“Confirmation email template for portal user registration” (“PortalRegistrationEmailTemplate” code).

“Password reset email template for portal user” (“PortalRecoveryPasswordEmailTemplate” code).
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To customize the password recovery email template:

Assign a portal administrator
You can grant portal administrator privileges to portal users in an organization.

These portal administrators will have several additional permissions within their organization:

Learn more: Manage a portal organization account.

To promote a portal user to the portal administrator:

Click  → [ Lookups ] → [ Message templates ] → “Link for password recovery” template.1.

Edit the template.

The “Link for password recovery” template must contain the #RecoveryLinkUrl# macro, which will be
replaced with the portal user account password recovery link.

Note. Specify the password recovery template in the following system setting: “Password reset email
template for portal user” (“PortalRecoveryPasswordEmailTemplate” code). If you delete an existing
template, we recommend specifying a new password recovery template in this system setting.

2.

Manage the organization profile. The organization profile page displays the organization’s name and phone
number, as well as the list of portal users.

Add users.

Send invites.

Set up permissions.

View and edit the service information.

Click  → “Organizational roles” → “All portal users” in the primary application.1.

Go to the [ Organizations ] detail and click the needed organization. Th is will open the portal organization
page.

2.

Select the [ Administrator for organization on the portal ] checkbox for the users who must be made
administrators (Fig. 13).

Fig. 13 Promote portal users to portal administrators

3.
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Portal administrators can promote other users as well.

Note. If you do not appoint a portal administrator for an organization, regular system administrators will
need to add, invite and deactivate portal users of that organization. Learn more: Add users.

Manage portal access permissions
Since portal functionality lets external users access Creatio data, managing access permissions for portal users is
paramount. You can choose which of your business data is available on the portal, and make sure that any
sensitive and confidential information is safe and out of external users’ reach.

Creatio grants access permissions on the portal according to the “least access” principle. This means the
portal users are prohibited to perform any action to which they do not have explicit permission.

In general, managing access permissions for portal users is the same as managing access permissions for
regular users, with the same array of administrative tools and mechanics. Learn more: Assign a user role.

Portal access management has certain specifics:

Note that the list of sections available for portal users also depends on the portal configuration. For example, the
[ Portal cases ] section is not available in the “Customer portal” configuration. Learn more: Creatio portal
overview.

Whenever a portal user attempts to access specific data, Creatio checks permissions in the following order:

Portal users are a separate type of Creatio users that belong to the “All portal users” organizational role.

In addition to the regular object permissions, the data available for portal users is limited by the [ List of objects
available for portal users ] lookup. The portal UI will display only the objects included in the lookup.
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Each step represents a separate object permission level you can configure.

Attention. The “All portal users” role has a set of default permissions that allow the users to work with
the base portal sections. If you add new sections and other functions to the portal, make sure to update
the portal user access permissions.

Note. If you do not add a section of the main application to the workplace of a portal user, they will not be
able to open the section or its record page by clicking a direct link.

Grant access to create, read, update, and delete operations for object data using object operation
permissions. For example, allow the portal users to create new articles in the [ Knowledge base ] section by
configuring the corresponding operation permissions for the “Knowledge base” object.

Learn more: Manage object operation permissions.

Record permissions let you configure the portal user access to separate records: support cases, knowledge
base articles, requests, etc. For example, portal users must be able to see their own cases, as well as cases
created by their colleagues within the same organization.

Note that unless you grant explicit record permissions, portal users will be able to access only the records that
they created. You can set access to records in several ways:

Column permissions manage access to specific record fields (e. g., the “Satisfaction level” field in a case
record). Configuring column permissions will determine:

You can grant these permissions to each portal user separately or to a portal user role, such as “All portal

Availability on the portal. This means an object with the requested data is listed in the [ List of objects
available to portal users ] lookup. If not, the user will not be able to view it regardless of other permissions.

1.

Object operation access. Does the user have permission to create, read, update, and delete the object
data? If not, the user will not be able to perform this action (e.g. read or edit data) regardless of other
permissions.

2.

Record access. Does the user have permission to access the object record that contains the needed data?
If certain records are restricted, the user will not be able to perform the corresponding actions (e. g. read or
edit particular support cases, knowledge base articles, etc.) regardless of other permissions.

3.

Column access. Does the user have permission to access the column that contains the needed data? If
certain columns are restricted, the user will not be able to perform the corresponding actions (e. g. read or
edit case assignee, knowledge base author, etc.), regardless of other permissions.

4.

Set up default permissions that apply to each new record, based on its author.

Share the record with the portal users through “Actions” on a record page.

Use business processes to allocate permissions.
Learn more: Manage record access.

Whether the corresponding field will be displayed on the record page.

Whether the corresponding column will be displayed in the section list.
Learn more: Set up the column permissions.
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users”.

Default portal user access permissions
By default, all portal users have the following access permissions:

Just like with regular users, you can manage object permissions and system operation permissions for portal
users.

Service object permissions
The self-service portal in Service Creatio products can grant users and organizations permissions to read
cases, service agreements, and configuration items automatically.

Cases
If the “Grant case permissions for portal user organization” system setting
(“GrantCasePermissionsForPortalOrganization” code) is enabled, both the owner and their portal organization’s
all users are granted permission to view. This lets the portal users track the status of incidents created by their
coworkers.

Service agreements and configuration items
Enable the “Enable rights on service agreements and conf items for portal users” system setting
(“EnableRightsOnServiceObjects” code) to grant portal users and organizations permission to view the required
service agreements and configuration items automatically.

Note that before this, you need to set up record permissions for the "Service agreement" object so that portal
users only have access to the service agreements that are relevant to them. Learn more: Record permissions.

The permission to view a service agreement is granted to:

The permission to view a configuration item is granted to:

Permission to read articles in the [ Portal Knowledge base ] section. When regular Creatio users add new
knowledge base articles, the portal users are automatically granted permission to read these articles.

Permission to view the portal main page.

Permission to change the password on the user profile page.

Permission to access the folder area in the portal sections.

Permission to post, edit and delete comments in the feed. Permission to like other users’ comments.

Permission to add, edit and delete records in the [ Portal Cases ] section on the self-service portal in
Service Creatio products. The users can only see their own records.

Object permissions let you manage access to sections, details, and lookups, as well as their separate records
and columns.

System operation permissions let you manage portal user access to specific functions, such as Excel export.

The user whose contact is specified in the [ Service objects ] detail of the current record.

All users who are part of the portal organization specified in the [ Service objects ] detail of the current record.
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Set up the portal’s organizational structure
Similar to regular Creatio users, you can group portal users by assigning them various organizational and
functional roles. If you assign permissions to a role, they will apply to all users of that role.

By default, all portal users in Creatio belong to a single “All portal users” role. The access permissions that you
assign to this role will apply to all portal users.

You can group and segment your portal users by adding subordinate roles to the “All portal users” role. These
roles will inherit all access permissions automatically from their parent role. Also, you can grant additional
permissions to each of the subordinate roles. For example, portal users from different locations may have
different access permissions.

Portal organizations are special types of portal user roles. They are used for managing employees of your
customers. You can link such portal organizations to existing Creatio accounts.

Use the organizational structure roles to manage portal user permissions and grant access to objects, records,
or columns quickly to multiple users as per your business needs.

Add a portal user role
You can add organizational roles for portal users in the same way as for regular users. Learn more:
Organizational roles.

Note. Only system administrators can access organizational and functional role sections in Creatio. To
allow a regular user to create and configure portal organizations, as well as manage portal users, make
sure you grant them permissions for the “Manage portal users” (“CanAdministratePortalUsers” code)
system operation.

For example, you can create a “London” organizational role to manage permissions separately for London-based
portal users (Fig. 14) after you make sure that portal user roles are subordinate to the “All portal users” parent
role.

Fig. 14 Adding a portal user role

The user whose contact is specified n the [ Users ] detail of the current record

All users who are part of the portal organization specified in the [ Users ] detail of the current record.
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As a result, the users of the “London” organizational role will inherit the permissions configured for the “All portal
users” role. You will be able to assign additional permissions specific to all portal users with the “London” role.

Assign a role for a portal user
You can assign portal users to organizational roles similarly to assigning regular users to corresponding roles.
Learn more: Assign a user role.

For example, you can assign portal users to the “Toronto” organizational role (Fig. 15). Note that you can only
assign portal users to the roles that are subordinate to the “All portal users” role.

Fig. 15 Assigning organizational roles for portal users
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As a result, the user of the “Toronto” organizational role will inherit the permissions configured for the “Toronto”
role, as well as any permissions configured for its parent “All portal users” role.

Set up access permissions for portal users
Assign object permissions to grant permissions to the portal section data. Learn more: Manage object operation
permissions.

Although you can grant permissions to specific portal users, assigning permissions to portal user roles is more
optimal.

You can manage object access permissions on three levels:

Assign common permissions to the “All portal users” role.

Add subordinate organizational roles to the “All portal users” role to differentiate permissions between various
portal user groups.

Link roles to customer accounts to manage employees of your customers.

Object operation permissions – ability to view, add, edit and delete data in an object.

Record permissions – ability to view, edit, and delete specific records in objects.

Column permissions – ability to view, edit and delete data in specific columns.
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Set up object operation permissions on the portal
You can manage general access permissions to a section, detail, or lookup on the portal by setting up object
operation permissions for the portal user roles. Setting up permissions for portal users is similar to that of
regular users. Learn more: Manage object operation permissions.

For example, grant different permissions for the [ Knowledge base article ] section to portal users from Boston
and Toronto (Fig. 16).

Fig. 16 Managing object operation permissions on the portal

As a result, portal users with the “Boston” role will be able to create new articles in the [ Knowledge base ]
section, view and edit existing articles, but will not be able to delete them. Portal users with the “Toronto” role will
be able to view the knowledge base articles, but will not be able to modify or delete them.

Set up record permissions on the portal
You can manage access to specific records in the portal sections, details, and lookups for portal users. If you
enable record permissions in an object, all object records will become unavailable for portal users, unless there
are explicit permissions set up for each record.

Creatio can grant permissions to each record in an object automatically, based on the record author. Setting up
permissions for portal users is similar to that of regular users. Learn more: Manage record access.

For example, assign permissions for knowledge base articles created by portal users in Boston (Fig. 17).

Fig. 17 Managing record permissions on the portal

Attention. Before you start setting up access permissions for portal users, make sure that the
corresponding objects are listed in the [ List of objects available for portal users ] lookup. If they are not,
none of the object data will be available for the portal users.
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As a result, the users in Toronto will be able to see the knowledge base articles created by portal users from
Boston.

Attention. Before you set up record permissions in an object, make sure that portal users have access to
corresponding object operations.

Set up column permissions on the portal
You can manage access to specific columns in sections, details, and lookups for portal users by setting up
column permissions for the needed user or role. Setting up permissions for portal users is similar to that of
regular users. Learn more: Set up column permissions.

For example, hide the [ Modified on ] column to deny portal users and roles permission to view the date when the
knowledge base articles were last updated (Fig. 18).

Fig. 18 Managing column permissions on the portal
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As a result, the users in Toronto will not be able to see the “Modified on” column on the knowledge base article
pages.

Attention. Before you set up column permissions in an object, make sure that portal users have access
to corresponding object operations and records.

Sales rep visit actions
Field Module for Creatio manages sales rep’s “to-do” list during the visits and records results of each activity For
that, the field staff member uses a mobile device with Creatio mobile app. We recommend that sales reps use
tablets for the best experience when working in the field. Visit pages are most informative when viewed in
horizontal layout.

Attention. Only the users with the “Field employees“ role can use the field features in the mobile app.

The list of actions that must be performed during a visit is stored on the [ Visit actions ] detail of the visit page.
For example, according to the rule of the visit, the sales rep has to perform the following actions: check-in,
presentation, order placement and check-out. Use the [ Field visit rules ] lookup to customize the list of visit
actions.

To perform an action during a visit:

Open the visit page.1.

On the [ Visit actions ] detail, set the switcher next to the needed action to the “Completed“ position.
The switcher of a completed action is highlighted in blue.

2.
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To synchronize the mobile application with the main application:

Conduct med rep visits
Pharma Creatio manages med rep’s “to-do” list during the visits and records results of each activity. While in the
field, med reps use mobile devices to perform visit actions (presentation, SKU monitoring, order placement, etc.)
and report on their results. We recommend that med reps use tablets for the best experience when working in
the field. Visit pages are most informative when viewed in horizontal layout.

Attention. Only the users that are included to the “Sales representatives“ role can use the Pharma
features in the mobile app.

Medical rep action results are recorded in Creatio on the [ Actions - Visit ] detail of the visit activity page.

Note. Use the [ Field sales rules ] lookup to customize the list of visit actions.

All actions during a visit can be performed in both online and offline modes of the mobile app. When working
offline, you do not need to maintain a constant Internet connection. It is required to periodically synchronize the
mobile application with the main application to save the changes made when using the mobile device on Creatio
server. You can select the preferable mode in the “Mobile application operation mode” system setting
(“MobileApplicationMode” code).

 

To synchronize the mobile application with the main application:

As a result, the visit action will be considered completed. You can finish the visit once all required actions are
completed (you can skip optional visit actions). A field employee cannot complete a required action unless all
preceding required actions on the agenda have been completed. Once the last required action is completed,
the visit is considered finished. The action that is not required can be skipped.

All visit actions are available in the offline mode of the mobile app. When working offline, you do not need to
maintain constant Internet connection. It is required to periodically synchronize the mobile application with the
main application to save the changes made when using the mobile device on the Creatio server.

Make sure that the mobile device has established an Internet connection.1.

Open the [ Settings ] section of the mobile application.2.

On the opened page, click the [ Synchronization ] button.

As a result, the data from the primary application will be displayed in the mobile app and the primary
application will display the records that were created using the mobile app.

3.

Make sure that the mobile device has established an Internet connection.1.

Open the [ Settings ] section of the mobile application.2.

Click the [ Synchronization ] button.

As a result, the data from the primary application will be displayed in the mobile app and the primary
application will display the records that were created using the mobile app.

3.
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Note. Online mode does not require regular manual synchronization.

To perform an action during a visit:

Show a presentation
If the visit agenda requires conducting a presentation, the “Presentation“ action becomes available to the
employee. To do this, set the switcher next to the needed action to the “Completed“ position.

As a result, a presentation file will open in your mobile app, so you can use it during the presentation.

Specify the number of patients
Filling out the number of patients whose diagnoses require treatment with the promoted products, is an
important visit action, which affects the categorization of the corresponding physician. Set the switcher next to
the needed action to the “Completed“ position to complete the “Number of patients” action before filling in the
actual number.

A window will open with the list of medical conditions (nosology) that the physician treats and a [ Potential ] field
next to each condition. Specify the number of patients that you learned from the physician in the [ Potential ] field
of the corresponding nosology (Fig. 2).

Open the visit page.1.

On the [ Visit actions ] detail, set the switcher next to the needed action to the “Completed“ position.
The switcher of a completed action is highlighted in blue (Fig. 1).

As a result, the visit action will be considered completed. You can finish the visit once all required actions are
completed (you can skip optional visit actions). A field employee cannot complete a required action unless all
preceding required actions on the agenda have been completed. Once the last required action is completed,
the visit is considered finished. The action that is not required can be skipped.

Fig. 1 Completing visit actions in the mobile app

You can finish the visit once all required actions are completed. To perform the next required action, the
previous required action must be completed. As a result, once the last required action is completed, the visit is
considered finished. The action that is not required can be skipped.

2.
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Fig. 2 Completing the “Number of patients” action

Specify promoted products
Information about the number of prescriptions of the promoted products is used to calculate the physician’s
loyalty and the corresponding categorization. The “Promoted products” action is required. To specify the number
of prescriptions, mark the corresponding action as “Completed.”

As a result, the app will display the list of promoted products. Enter the number of prescriptions for each product
in the [ Prescriptions ] field (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3 Completing the “Promoted products” action

Monitor SKU
During a visit, tap the [ SKU Monitoring ] action. To do this, set the switcher next to the needed action to the
“Completed“ position.

After you complete this action, a page will open, where you can enter how much of each of the promoted
products is left in stock (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4 The SKU monitoring page
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You can use your mobile device’s camera to take a photo of the product facings and attach it to the visit. To
do so:

Manage Portal Creatio via the portal
organization profile
PRODUCTS: ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

This article covers how a portal administrator can manage portal users and their access permissions. Primary
Creatio application administrators can manage users and access permissions on the portal as well. Learn more:
Manage Creatio Portal in the main application.

Add portal users
To add new portal users:

On the section page, click the [ Edit ] button (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5 Opening a visit for editing

1.

On the [ Attachments ] detail, click the  button.2.

Select the photo you made earlier and attach it to the activity. You can also use the [ Take picture ] action. The
mobile device will switch to its camera mode. The picture taken will be automatically added to the [ Files ] detail.

3.

Click your profile picture in the top right → [ Organization profile ].1.

Go to the [ Portal users ] detail → click  → enter the emails of the users to invite. Creatio validates any
entered email automatically. Click [ Create portal users ] (Fig. 1).

If Creatio matches the entered emails to any existing contacts, it will add portal users linked to those contacts.

2.
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Send invitations to portal users
You can invite new users to the portal. Potential users receive an email invitation with a one-time link they can use
to access the portal for the first time and set up their password.

Note. The email integration must be set up, and a valid mailbox must be specified in the “SSP registration
mailbox” (“SSPRegistrationMailbox” code) system setting in the primary Creatio application for you to be
able to send email invitations. Learn more: Working with emails.

If a new portal user forgets to set their password after the first login, you will need to re-send the invite. To do
this:

If Creatio finds no matching contacts, they will be created automatically, based on the emails. For any new
contacts, the [ Full name ] field will contain the email local part, i. e. the text before “@.”

Fig. 1 Adding portal users as a portal administrator

Creatio will prompt you to send email invitations to the new portal users. You can close the prompt and send
the invitations later.

As a result, new portal users will be added to the portal. The users will need to click the link in the invitation
email to log in to the portal for the first time. Once on the portal, each user will be able to set a password.

3.
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Set up access permissions for portal users
You can grant permissions to other portal users within your organization.

To assign the invited user all functional roles available to the organization:

Select the needed users in the [ Portal users ] detail.1.

Click  and select [ Send invites ] (Fig. 2):

Fig. 2 Send a portal invitation

2.

Click your profile picture in the top right → [ Organization profile ].1.

Go to the [ Portal users ] detail → click  → enter the emails of the users to invite.2.

In the user registration window, select the roles to assign to the invited users (Fig. 3). Click [ Create portal
users ].

In this example, the users will obtain all permissions of the portal administrator, as well as permissions
assigned to the “Portal managers” role.

Fig. 3 Assign permissions to the new portal users

3.
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You can assign roles to the existing users as well. The list of available roles is shown on the [ Portal users ] detail
(Fig. 4).

Fig. 4 The portal user roles

Promote a portal user to an administrator
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You can grant portal administrator privileges to any user within your organization. To do this:

Deactivate portal users
Deactivate a portal user account to restrict the corresponding user from accessing the portal. To do this:

Click your profile picture in the top right → [ Organization profile ].1.

Go to the [ Portal users ] detail and select [ Administrator for organization on the portal ] checkbox (Fig. 5) for
the users you want to assign administrator privileges.

Fig. 5 Assign the portal administrator privileges

2.

Click your profile picture in the top right → [ Organization profile ].1.

Go to the [ Portal users ] detail → clear the [ Active ] checkbox next to the users whom you want to deactivate
(Fig. 6).

Fig. 6 Deactivate the portal users

2.
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As a result, the user will be suspended and will not be able to access the portal. You can reactivate a user at any
time.

Change the service information on the portal
The portal in Service Creatio, enterprise edition, lets you view all service agreements of your company. To do this,
click your profile picture in the top right → [ Organization profile ] → [ Maintenance ] (Fig. 7).

Fig. 7 The company’s service agreements
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You can add, modify and delete your company’s addresses (actual, legal and shipping) as well. All changes must
be saved.

Set up integration with Cisco Finesse
PRODUCTS: ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

This article describes integration with Cisco Finesse version 11.5 and later. We recommend using new
phone service versions to ensure secure and reliable operation. If you need to set up integration with Cisco
Finesse version 11.0 and earlier for testing purposes or to look for errors, follow the instructions for
Creatio version 7.16.

To set up integration with Cisco Finesse, take the following steps:

In Creatio, the Cisco Finesse integration functionality requires a separate license. To license the phone service,
generate a license request, send it to our support team, upload the received license file to Creatio, and distribute

Set up the service message exchange library. Read more >>>1.

Set up the Cisco Finesse parameters Read more >>>2.
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the licenses among users. Learn more in separate articles: Creatio licensing, Manage user licenses.

Before you set up the integration, make sure that the phone service administrator has already configured Cisco
Finesse.

Attention. To ensure the integration operates as intended, enable the CORS technology support in Cisco
Finesse settings. You can do this using the following commands

utils finesse cors enable_all

utils service restart Cisco Finesse Tomcat

utils service restart Unified CCX Notification Service

Select the message exchange library
The setup is performed once by the system administrator.

Set up the Cisco Finesse parameters

Set up the common parameters
The setup is performed once by the system administrator for all Creatio users.

Set up the individual parameters
The setup is performed for each Creatio user who received the Cisco Finesse integration license. Use the user
login credentials to log in to Creatio.

Open the System Designer, e. g., by clicking  in the top right.1.

Click “System settings” in the “System setup” block.2.

Set the “Default messages exchange library” (“SysMsgLib” code) system setting to “Cisco Finesse telephony
integration library (Finesse 11.5+).”

3.

Click [ Save ].4.

Open the System Designer, e. g., by clicking  in the top right.1.

Click “System settings” in the “System setup” block.2.

Specify the address of your Cisco Finesse server in the “Finesse 11.5+ server address”
(“FinesseServerAddress” code) system setting. Use the following format: https://:8445. For example,
https://hq-uccx.abc.inc:8445.

3.

Click [ Save ].4.

Specify the WSS protocol address of your Cisco Finesse server in the “Finesse 11.5+ websocket address”
(“FinesseWebsocketAddress” code) system setting. Use the following format: wss://:8445. For example,
wss://hq-uccx.abc.inc:8445.

5.

Click [ Save ].6.
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Check-in verification for sales reps
You can control sales rep’s wok by setting up the check-in performance and verification parameters during visits.
Use custom details, dynamic folders, or dashboards to display check-in results.

Creatio stores detailed check-in information including the source of received coordinates and the time of receiving
the coordinates from GPS. Current time is indicated for the coordinates received in real-time while the time of
caching is used for the cached coordinates.

Check-in verification procedure
Whenever a sales rep performs the check-in action, Creatio captures the current or cached coordinates of the
latest sales rep’s location and compares them to the account’s address coordinates. The allowable discrepancy
between these coordinates is specified in meters in the “Check-in verification range” system setting
(“CheckInRadius” code).

The last added address marked as [ Primary ] is used for verification. The check-in is not verified if it was not
possible to obtain the coordinates and if the value of the“Check-in verification range” system settings
(“CheckInRadius” code) is not specified.

Set up check-in verification

Open the user profile page, e. g., by clicking [ Your profile ] on the Creatio homepage.1.

Click [ Call Center parameters setup ]. This opens a page.2.

Fill out the required fields:3.

Select the [ Disable Contact Centre integration ] checkbox to disable Creatio integration with the phone
service. This hides the call button from the Creatio communication panel.

a.

Specify the Cisco Finesse user parameters in the [ Agent Id ], [ Extension ], [ Password ] fields.b.

Select [ Enable debugging ] checkbox to display troubleshooting information within the browser console.
For example, you can use the information if you encounter phone service and customer contact issues.

c.

Click [ Save ].4.

Refresh the browser page to apply the changes.5.

If the GPS coordinates of the sales rep and the visited account are in the verification range, the check-in
will be verified and the status of the visit will be changed to “In progress”. The “Check-in coordinates are
within range” status will be displayed on the [ Check-in and check-out performance result ] detail.

If the discrepancy between the GPS coordinates of the sales rep and the visited account exceed the
verification range, the sales rep will receive the following message: “Check-in coordinates are out of range.
Would you like to save check-in results?” If this result is saved, the check-in will have the “Check-in
coordinates are out of range” status.

If the check-in verification is not possible (the address of an account is not specified or a sales rep had
no Internet connection during the verification process), the sales rep will receive the following message:
“Unable to verify check-in coordinates. Would you like to save check-in results?” If the check-in results are
saved, the check-in will have the “Unable to verify check-in coordinates” status.
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Use the following system settings to set up check-in verification:

Note. Functions of working with cached coordinates are available for Android OS devices.

Attention. If the range value is not specified, check-in verification will not be performed.

You can add the [ Check-in and check-out performance result ] detail based on the [ Check-in and check-out
performance result ] object to display the check-in results and show the columns in the detail list on Creatio
primary application page.

Get check-in verification results
To track the check-in results, you can configure a dynamic folder in the [ Activities ] section, or a dashboard in
the dashboards view of this section. An example of configuring the filtering conditions for all visits with unverified
check-in (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Filtration conditions of all visits with unverified check-in

Note. More information about work with folders and dashboards is available in the separate articles:
Folders and “Dashboard tiles.”

“Use last known location of user” (“UseMobileLastKnownLocation” code). This system setting enables a mobile
device to use the latest cached sales rep’s location and save it as the check-in location if the actual check-in
coordinates are unknown. This usually occurs when sales reps perform check-in inside buildings, where GPS
signal may be unavailable.

“Check-in verification range” (“CheckInRadius” code). This system setting enables you to control the check-in
performance by a sales rep. It helps identify the acceptable discrepancy (in meters) between the sales rep’s
coordinates at the time of check-in and the coordinates of the corresponding sales outlet. Specified distance
will be used for check-in verification.
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View coordinates on the map.
To track the coordinates of the sales rep check-in and check-out:

This will open a window with a map, that contain markers that represent GPS coordinates of an account and sales
rep during check-in and check-out (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3 Visit map with account coordinates, check-in, and check-out

Open the visit page.1.

Click the  button on the [ Actions - Visit ] detail (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 Viewing check-in/check-our coordinates on the map

2.
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Sales rep GPS coordinates will be displayed on the map after check-in and/or check-out in the mobile app and
synchronization of mobile app with Creatio primary application.

Monitor check-in performance
You can control med rep’s wok by setting up the check-in performance and verification parameters during visits.
Use custom details, dynamic folders, or dashboards to display check-in results.

Creatio stores detailed check-in information including the source of received coordinates and the time of receiving
the coordinates from GPS. Current time is indicated for the coordinates received in real-time while the time of
caching is used for the cached coordinates.

Check-in verification procedure
At check-in Creatio captures the current or cached coordinates of the latest med rep’s location and compares
them to the account’s address coordinates in case of a visit to pharmacy or to the contact’s address in case of a
visit to physician. The allowable discrepancy between these coordinates is specified in meters in the “Check-in
verification range” system setting (“CheckInRadius” code).

The last added address marked as [ Primary ] is used for verification. The check-in is not verified if it was not
possible to obtain the coordinates and if the value of the“Check-in verification range” system settings
(“CheckInRadius” code) is not specified.

Set up check-in verification
Use the following system settings to set up check-in verification:

Note. Functions of working with cached coordinates are available for Android OS devices.

If the GPS coordinates of the med rep and the visited account or contact are in the verification range, the
check-in will be verified and the status of the visit will be changed to “In progress”. The “Check-in coordinates
are within range” status will be displayed on the [ Check-in and check-out results ] detail.

In case distance between the med rep GPS coordinates and the factual check-in are out of the check-in
verification range, the med rep will receive the following message: “Check-in coordinates are out of range.
Would you like to save check-in results?” If this result is saved, the check-in will have the “Check-in
coordinates are out of range” status.

If the check-in verification is not possible (the address of an account is not specified or a med rep had no
Internet connection during the verification process), the med rep will receive the following message: “Unable
to verify check-in coordinates. Would you like to save check-in results?” If the check-in results are saved, the
check-in will have the “Unable to verify check-in coordinates” status.

“Use last known location of user” (“UseMobileLastKnownLocation” code). This system setting enables a mobile
device to use the latest cached sales rep’s location and save it as the check-in location if the actual check-in
coordinates are unknown. This usually occurs when med reps check in inside buildings, where GPS signal may
be unavailable.

“Check-in verification range” (“CheckInRadius” code). This system setting enables you to control the check-in
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Attention. If the range value is not specified, check-in verification will not be performed.

You can add the [ Check-in and check-out performance result ] detail based on the [ Check-in and check-out
performance result ] object to display the check-in results and show the columns in the detail list on Creatio
primary application page.

Get check-in verification results
To track the check-in results, you can configure a dynamic folder in the [ Activities ] section, or a dashboard in
the dashboards view of this section. An example of configuring the filtering conditions for all visits with unverified
check-in (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Filtration conditions of all visits with unverified check-in

Customize Portal Creatio
PRODUCTS: ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

You can set up the portal login page, the portal main page, portal user and organization profiles, as well as add
existing and custom sections to the portal.

Set up the portal login page
The login page is the first page the users see after loading the URL of your Creatio instance. The primary
application and the portal have two different login pages. These pages have a few settings in common.

The login page URLs for a Creatio instance with “https://mysite.creatio.com” URL are as follows:

performance by a med rep. It helps to identify the acceptable discrepancy (in meters) between the med rep’s
coordinates and the actual coordinates of the check-in.
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By default, https://mysite.creatio.com redirects to the primary application login page. However, you can redirect
this URL to the portal login page.

We recommend adding the following assets to the portal login page:

Change the default login page
If you use the portal to communicate with customers actively, you can set the portal login page as default.
This is particularly useful if most of your portal users register on their own.

If you use Creatio cloud, contact Creatio support and have the team configure Single Sign-On on your site via a
remote connection.

If you use Creatio on-site, perform the following settings in the Creatio configuration files:

Set up the logo
You can replace the default image on the login page with your company logo. To do this:

Primary application: https://mysite.creatio.com/Login/NuiLogin.aspx

Portal: https://mysite.creatio.com/login/SSPLogin.aspx.

Corporate logo – you can add different logo images for the primary application and portal login pages.

Support phone numbers and links to any additional resources, which are displayed both on the primary
application and portal login pages.

Modify the Web.config file located in the Creatio root folder.1.

Change the value from NuiLogin.aspx to SSPLogin.aspx. For example:2.

<authentication mode="Forms">
    <forms loginUrl="~/Login/SSPLogin.aspx" protection="All" timeout="60" name=".ASPXAUTH" path="/" requireSSL="false" slidingExpiration="true" defaultUrl="ViewPage.aspx?Id=4e342d5e-bd89-4b79-98e2-22e433122403" cookieless="UseDeviceProfile" enableCrossAppRedirects="true" />
</authentication>
<defaultDocument>
    <files>
        <add value="SSPLogin.aspx" />
    </files>
</defaultDocument>

Save the changes.3.

Click  → “System settings.”1.

Open the “SSP Logo” system setting (“SSPLogoImage” code).2.

Click the [ Clear value ] button to delete the old logo.3.

Click [ Select file ] and upload the new logo. Recommended image size: 37x274 pixels. If you upload a larger
image, Creatio will scale it down. We recommend uploading PNG images. However, you can use other
standard image formats supported by your browser.

4.

Save the changes.5.

Clear the browser cache and refresh the page to see the changes live.6.
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Set up phones and links
You can display contact options on the login page, e. g., sales department or customer support phone numbers,
as well as any additional resources. This data will be displayed both on the primary application and on the portal
login page.

Add contact options
To add contact options to the login page:

Add links
To add links to the login page:

If user self-registration is not required, you can remove the “Register” button from the portal login
page:

Set up the portal main page
The portal main page provides quick access to the most up-to-date information and common functionality. You
can configure the main page, e. g., add the list of the user’s cases or the knowledge base article search widget.

Note. All portal users have permission to read the main page data.

Click  → “Lookups”.1.

Open the “Communication options for login page” lookup.2.

Click [ New ].3.

Specify the name of the contact option, e. g., “Support”, and add a phone number.4.

Click [ OK ].5.

If you need to add multiple contact options, repeat steps 3-5 for each option.6.

Click  → “Lookups.”1.

Open the “Useful links for login page” lookup.2.

Click [ New ].3.

Specify the name of the link, e. g., “Official website,” and add a URL.4.

Click [ OK ].5.

If you need to add multiple links, repeat steps 3-5 for each link.6.

For Creatio on-site, change the ShowPortalSelfRegistrationLink parameter in the Web.config file to:

<add key="UseStaticFileContent" value="false" />

For Creatio in the cloud, contact Creatio support.
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The default portal main page contains the following elements (Fig. 1):

Fig. 1 The Self-service portal main page

The main page is displayed right after the login by default. You can choose to display a portal section, e. g.,
[ Knowledge base ] as a start page instead. Specify the start page in the “Portal start page” (“SSPMainPage”
code) system setting.

Note. If you change the portal start page, the changes will only affect new portal users. To apply changes
to existing portal users, change the value of the [ Home page ] field on the user page manually.

A welcome banner (1)

A knowledge base article search bar (2)

A list of popular knowledge base articles (3)

A list of cases the portal users submitted (on the self-service portal) (4)
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System administrators must set up the portal main page in the primary application.

To do this, click  → “Portal main page setup.”

Note. You can set up the portal main page only if you have permissions for the “Access to portal main
page setup module” (“CanManagePortalMainPage” code) system operation.

As a result, the portal main page setup area will open (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 Portal main page setup

Here you can set up:

When configuring the portal main page, keep in mind the portal user access permissions. In Creatio, the
portal user access permissions are limited by and comply with the “least access“ principle, which means users
are prohibited to perform any action to which they do not have explicit permission. If the main page contains

The welcome banner.

Custom lists.

Charts and other analytics.
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information that the users do not have permission to read, the portal will not display this information for such
users. For example, if the main page contains a chart based on the [ Contacts ] section data, the users without
permission to read the “Contact” object data will not be able to view this chart.

Therefore, when you configure the portal main page:

Set up the main page banner
You can display a custom image on the portal main page. It can be a banner that conveys the style and spirit of
your company. Configure the banner as a separate web page. Create a separate web page on your website
similar to the default banner on the portal to display a custom image.

To do this:

Set up custom widgets on the main page
To make it more convenient for the users, the portal main page displays lists of their records in the main portal
sections. The list on the customer portal displays the popular knowledge base articles, while the list on the self-
service portal displays the knowledge base articles and customer cases. Configure these lists using developer
tools in the “Widget” dashboard tile. Additionally, you can add custom lists with custom sorting, e. g., a list of
user requests. However, such lists will not have the [ Go to ] button. Configure these lists similar to the “List”
dashboard tile in the primary application. Learn more: Set up dashboards.

Note. Similar to the base dashboard tiles, you can add the custom widget dashboard tile to the main page
using developer tools. Learn more about it in the development documentation.

Set up the main page tabs
You can add several tabs to the main page to display additional data, e. g., case stats (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3 Tabs on the portal main page

First and foremost, consider the default permissions granted to portal users. For example, you can set up the
list of knowledge base articles liked by the current portal user, and the list will be displayed on the portal main
page.

If you want to supplement the portal main page with dashboards containing data that portal users have no
permission to read, set up the corresponding permissions in the [ Object permissions ] section. Learn more:
Manage users and access permissions on the portal.

Click  → “Set up portal main page.”1.

Click  → [ Edit ].2.

Double-click the “Website with image” block.3.

Specify the title, the page URL, and styles (optional).4.

Save the changes.5.
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To add a new tab to the portal main page:

Set up the user and organization profile
Configure the profiles of the portal users and portal organizations in the section wizard to add existing fields and
details, as well as create new ones. You can add as many fields and details to the profile as necessary.

This functionality is only available to users who have permission for the “Access to “Access rights” workspace”
(“CanManageAdministration” code) system operation.

Set up the user profile

Click  → “Set up portal main page.”1.

Click  → [ Add ] (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4 Add a new tab to the page

2.

The portal tab content setup process is similar to that of dashboard tabs. Learn more: Set up dashboards.

As a result, the portal will display all configured tabs on the main page. Navigate the tabs by clicking their
titles.

Note. The tabs are displayed in alphabetical order. The user will see the first tab in the list upon login.
When setting up the tabs, you need to take their titles into account.

Note that the portal will not display the tab setup area on the main page if there is only one tab in it.

3.

Click  → “Set up portal user profile page.”1.
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Fig. 5 Setting up the portal user profile page

Set up the organization profile

Fig. 6 Setting up the portal organization page

Add new or delete existing fields and details in the Section Wizard (Fig. 5).2.

Save the changes.3.

Click  → “Set up portal organization page.”1.

Add new or delete existing fields and details in the Section Wizard (Fig. 6).2.

Save the changes.3.
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Note. Learn more: Homepage setup.

Set up portal sections
Configure the portal sections in the Section Wizard of the primary application. Section management capabilities
depend on the portal configuration:

You can add any Creatio object to the section page. For example, a detail, a field, etc. The number of available
objects depends on the portal configuration and is restricted by the license conditions. For example, you can add
up to 300 objects to a self-service portal page, up to 1500 objects to a customer portal page, and up to 3000
objects to a partner portal page. If the number of objects on the section’s record page exceeds these limits, the
portal will switch to “read-only” mode.

Add an existing section
The ability to display existing sections on the portal and the number of portal sections are restricted by the terms
of the user license.

If you use the self-service portal, you can modify the existing portal sections but cannot add new sections.

If you use the customer portal, you can add up to 3 custom sections and configure them using the Section
Wizard.
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To add an existing section to the portal:

Click  → “Set up view” → “Workplace setup.”1.

Select the needed workplace with a “Portal” type from the list → [ Open ].2.

On the [ Sections ] detail, click  → select the section → [ Select ].
As a result, the section wizard will open. You will be able to set up the section properties on the [ Portal ] tab
(Fig. 7).

Fig. 7 The portal section setup page in the Section Wizard page

As a result, the section wizard will open. You will be able to set up the section properties on the [ Portal ] tab:

3.

Creatio populates the [ Title ] field with the name of the section that is visible to portal users. You can
specify a different title, if necessary.

a.

Creatio also populates the [ Code ] field, and it cannot be edited. The [ Code ] field contains the section
code developers use when editing the section’s source code.

b.

You can change the standard section icon, which will be displayed in the portal’s side panel. Hover over
the current icon and click  to change the section icon. We recommend using a white icon on a
transparent background. Icon format: PNG or SVG, size: 38x38 px.

c.
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Add a new section
You can add new custom sections to the portal only in the customer and partner portal configurations.

To add a custom section to the portal:

Note. Creatio grants access permissions for fields and details added to the portal page automatically
when you edit the portal sections in the Section Wizard. To allow a user to access a new portal section,
make sure that the necessary object is managed by records and the portal user has sufficient object
permissions. Learn more: Manage users and access permissions on the portal.

Click [ Set up page ] to open a blank editor page. Set up the page in the same manner as a primary
application page. Learn more: Set up pages.

d.

Select the [ Enable approval in section ] checkbox to enable approval functions in the section.e.

Save the changes in the window and the Section Wizard.

As a result, the selected section of the primary application will be added to the portal workplace (Fig. 8).

Fig. 8 The [ Documents ] section on the portal

4.

Create a new section in the primary application using the Section Wizard. Learn more: Add a new section.
Specify any workplace of the primary application, e. g., “General” in the [ Workplace ] field in the main
properties of the section (Fig. 10).

Note. Please do not specify the “Portal” workplace, since you must create a new section in the primary
application before adding the section to the “Portal” workplace.

Fig. 9 Select the workplace for a new portal section

1.
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Edit the existing section settings
While working with a portal section, you may need to change the set of fields or details on the record page. To do
this, edit the portal version of the section page. For example, to add two new fields to the section page:

Click  → “Set up view” → “Workplace setup.”2.

Select the needed workplace with a “Portal” type from the list → [ Open ].3.

Add the new section to the “Portal” workplace.4.

Save the changes in the window and the Section Wizard.

Note. Creatio grants access permissions for fields and details added to the portal page automatically
when you edit the portal sections in the Section Wizard. To allow a user to access a new portal section,
make sure that the necessary object is managed by records and the portal user has sufficient object
permissions. Learn more: Manage users and access permissions on the portal.

As a result, a new custom section from the primary application will be added to the portal.

5.
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Click  → “Set up view” → “Workplace setup.”1.

Select the workplace with a “Portal” type from the list → [ Open ].2.

Click the name of the section, e. g., [ Portal knowledge base ] → [ Section wizard ].

The [ Portal ] tab of the Section Wizard will open. You will be able to set up the properties of the section’s
portal version.

Fig. 10 The [ Portal Knowledge base ] section in the Section Wizard

3.

Click [ Edit page ]. This will open the Page Designer.4.

Edit the page, e. g., add new fields (Fig. 11). Learn more: Set up page fields.

Fig. 11 Add the [ Created by ] and [ Created on ] fields to the [ Portal knowledge base ] record page.

5.
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Set up portal workplaces

Save the changes in the window and the Section Wizard.

As a result, the new fields will be added to the record page on the portal (Fig. 12).

Fig. 12 New fields on the [ Portal knowledge base ] section record page

6.
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To set up the sections of a portal workplace:

As a result, the workplace setup page will open. From here, you can add an existing section to the portal, create
and add a new custom section, or edit an existing portal section.

Set up integration with TAPI
PRODUCTS: ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

To set up a TAPI integration, take the following steps:

In Creatio, the TAPI integration functionality requires a separate license. You need to generate a license request,
send it to our service team, upload the received license file into the system, and distribute the licenses among the
users. Read more: Creatio licensing and Manage user licenses.

The integration is only possible if complete preliminary TAPI driver setup was performed by the phone integration
administrator.

Attention. If you set up the telephony for a Creatio production environment, deploy Creatio Messaging
Service on a separate node rather than on the Creatio application server. To ensure the fault tolerance of
your phone integration, we recommend setting up at least two nodes with Creatio Messaging Service, as
well as a balancer that would redirect users in case of lost connection with one of the nodes.

Click  → “Set up view” → “Workplace setup.”1.

Select the needed workplace with a “Portal” type from the list → [ Open ] (Fig. 13).

Fig. 13 Open a portal workplace

2.

Set up Creatio Messaging Service. Read more >>>1.

Set up the message exchange library. Read more >>>2.

Set up the TAPI parameters. Read more >>>3.
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1. Set up Creatio Messaging Service (formerly Terrasoft
Messaging Service)
The messaging service allows you to connect Creatio to TAPI via the integration protocol and distribute the call
events between Creatio users.

Attention. Install Creatio Messaging Service on a .NET Framework Windows server to integrate TAPI PBX.

Note. Follow this instruction if you need to update the Creatio Messaging Service.

2. Set up the message exchange library
Message exchange library selection and setup is performed once by the system administrator.

Before installing Creatio Messaging Service (CMS), make sure that your computer runtime environment has:1.

A .NET Framework package version 4.7.2 or later on the server where you are going to install Creatio
Messaging Service.

At least 2 Gb of RAM and 20 Gb of free drive space.

Contact Creatio support to receive the messaging service installation files or download the files via the URL:
Download Creatio Messaging Service. Unpack the archive to a folder to ensure a smooth installation. If you
run the installation directly from the archive, the archiver application may interfere with the install wizard.

Attention. Deploy CMS on the server connected to both the Creatio application server and the PBX.
Read more: Telephony integration basics.

2.

Run the Creatio Messaging Service Install.msi file on the machine intended as the message exchange server
and proceed with the installation. The TAPI driver must be installed and configured on the same computer by
the phone integration administrator. To ensure that the TAPI driver runs correctly, use the “Conference.exe”
utility you can receive from the support team.

3.

Test the phone integration.4.

Open the system designer by clicking  in the top right corner of the application window.1.

Click “System settings” in the “System setup” block.2.

In the “Default messages exchange library” (“SysMsgLib” code) system setting, set the default value to
“Telephony integration library based on Tapi protocol.”

3.

In the “Message exchange server” (“SysMsgServerNode” code) system setting, select the connection
parameters of the system messages service. In the [ Default value ] field, specify the message exchange
network address in the following format: “ws://0.0.0.0:2013” if your website is served over HTTP or
“wss://0.0.0.0:2013” if your website is served over HTTPS, where:

4.

“0.0.0.0” – IP address that your Creatio users use to access your message exchange server.

“2013” – the port used by default for connecting to the messaging service. You can change the port
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3. Set up the TAPI parameters
These settings should be applied for each Creatio user who received TAPI integration license. Use the user login
credentials to access the system.

Categorization of physicians
Information about a doctor’s potential significance in terms of pharmacy product promotion is critical for
choosing a proper communication strategy with the doctors. In Creatio, this information is available on the
doctor’s contact page, in the [ Potential ], [ Loyalty ] and [ Category ] fields.

The [ Potential ] field contains doctor’s estimated potential, which is an indicator of doctor’s capability to promote
pharmacy products. The doctor’s potential is based on the number of patients with specific diagnoses
(“nosology” or “ICDs”) that a medical rep recorded during last visit to that doctor. The number of patients is
compared with the values in the [ Doctor’s potential setup ] lookup.

The [ Loyalty ] field contains a general estimation of doctor’s loyalty towards your brand. Loyalty is an indicator of
how actively the doctor promotes your products. By default, the loyalty can range from “1” (highest) to “3”
(lowest). The loyalty value is calculated based on the actual prescriptions of your products by the doctor. The
number of prescriptions is compared to the values in the [ Doctor’s loyalty setup ] lookup.

number in the “Terrasoft.Messaging.Service.exe.config” file.

Note. If your website is served via HTTPS and secure (WSS) connection is used for WebSockets,
you will need to install a security certificate on the message exchange server and specify it in the
configuration files of the message service. For more information about the setup process, contact
Creatio technical support at support@creatio.com.

Click [ Save ].5.

Open the user profile page by clicking the [ Profile ] image button on the main page of the application.1.

Click the [ Call Center parameters setup ] button.2.

On the opened page, fill out the required values:3.

[ Disable Call Center integration ] – this checkbox allows you to disable Creatio integration with the phone
integration. The call button will not be displayed on the communication panel of the application.

a.

[ Line ] – user line number in TAPI.

Attention. A separate line is used for each user. It is not recommended to specify the same line for
several users, as it may cause errors.

b.

[ Enable debugging ] – this checkbox allows you to display troubleshooting information within the browser
console. This troubleshooting information can be used when the phone integration runs into problems and
the customer addresses the service team.

c.

Click [ Save ].4.

Refresh the browser page to apply the changes.5.
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The values in the [ Potential ] and [ Loyalty ] fields are calculated automatically during doctor categorization.

The regional manager analyzes the “potential” and “loyalty” indicators and assigns doctor’s category.
Information about previously assigned categories is automatically saved on the [ Categorization history ] detail on
the contact’s page.

Set up calculation of a doctor’s potential and loyalty indicators
A doctor’s potential indicator depends on the number of patients with various diagnoses who visited the doctor.
To set up calculation of the doctor’s potential:

The doctor’s loyalty indicator depends on the number of prescriptions for the promoted products the doctor
makes between the medical rep’s visits. To set up calculation of the doctor’s loyalty:

Open system designer. For example, click the  button.1.

Go to the [ Lookups ] section and open the [ Doctor’s potential setup ] lookup.2.

Add new lookup records and specify the values of doctor’s potential in the desired format. By default, there
are three levels of potential (from highest to lowest): “A”, “B” and “C”.

3.

Select the doctor specialty, for which the potential value is relevant.

Note. Set up separate rules of calculating potential for different doctor specialties.

4.

Assign the value range for the number of patients that visit a doctor of the selected specialty between the
measurements (usually taken by a medical rep during visits).

Note. To let medical reps enter data for calculation of potential, set up a connection between the doctor
specialties and diagnoses (nosology) of the patients that visit each type of doctor. To do this, edit the
records in the [ Nosology ] lookup.

5.

Open system designer. For example, click the  button.1.

Go to the [ Lookups ] section and open the [ Doctor’s loyalty setup ] lookup.2.

Add new lookup records and specify the values of doctor’s loyalty in the desired format. By default, the loyalty
can range from “1” (highest) to “3” (lowest).

3.

Select the doctor specialty, for which the potential value is relevant.

Note. Set up separate rules for calculating loyalty for different doctor specialties.

4.

Assign the value range for the number of prescriptions that a doctor of the selected specialty issues between
measurements (usually taken by a medical rep during visits).

Note. To let pharmaceutical reps enter data for calculation of doctor’s loyalty, enter the list of the
promoted products in Creatio. You can do this by adding the products to the [ Promoted products ]
detail on the [ Products ] tab of the doctor’s contact page, or by adding doctors to the [ Contacts ]
detail of the product page.

5.
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Perform doctor categorization
Doctor’s category is assigned by a regional manager and is based on analysis of the doctor’s potential and
loyalty indicators. The doctor’s potential and loyalty are calculated based on the information about the number of
doctor’s patients and the number of prescriptions of the promoted products issued by the doctor. The
information is gathered by medial reps during visits. Creatio automatically assigns the doctor’s potential value if
the number of patients is within the range specified for this value in the [ Doctor’s potential setup ] lookup.

To perform doctor categorization:

Set up integration with CallWay
PRODUCTS: ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

To set up a CallWay integration, take the following steps:

In Creatio, the CallWay integration functionality requires a separate license. You need to generate a license
request, send it to our service team, upload the received license file into the system, and distribute the licenses
among the users. Read more: Creatio licensing and Manage user licenses.

The integration is only possible if complete preliminary CallWay setup was performed by the phone integration
administrator.

Attention. If you set up the telephony for a Creatio production environment, deploy Creatio Messaging
Service on a separate node rather than on the Creatio application server. To ensure the fault tolerance of
your phone integration, we recommend setting up at least two nodes with Creatio Messaging Service, as
well as a balancer that would redirect users in case of lost connection with one of the nodes.

Select one or more doctor records in the [ Contacts ] section.

Note. You can also run the categorization action from the contact page, if a contact with the “Doctor”
type is opened.

1.

Click the [ Actions ] button and select [ Categorize ].

As a result, doctor’s potential and loyalty indicators will be calculated. The categorization will run on the
background, and you will be notified when it completes.

2.

Select doctor’s category based on the calculated potential and loyalty indicators. Information about previously
assigned categories is automatically saved on the [ Categorization history detail ] on the contact’s page.

Note. You can set up the list of categories in the [ Contact category ] lookup.

3.

Set up Creatio Messaging Service. Read more >>>1.

Set up the message exchange library. Read more >>>2.

Set up the CallWay parameters. Read more >>>3.
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1. Set up Creatio Messaging Service (formerly Terrasoft
Messaging Service)
The messaging service allows you to connect Creatio to CallWay via the integration protocol and distribute call
events between Creatio users.

Before installing Creatio Messaging Service (CMS), make sure that your computer runtime environment has:1.

A .NET Framework package version 4.7.2 or later on the server where you are going to install Creatio
Messaging Service.

At least 2 Gb of RAM and 20 Gb of free drive space.

Contact Creatio support to receive the messaging service installation files or download the files via the URL:
Download Creatio Messaging Service. Unpack the archive to a folder to ensure a smooth installation. If you
run the installation directly from the archive, the archiver application may interfere with the install wizard.

Attention. Deploy CMS on the server connected to both the Creatio application server and the PBX.
Read more: Telephony integration basics.

2.

Run the Creatio Messaging Service Install.msi file on the machine intended as the message exchange server
and proceed with the installation.

3.

Make sure that the “TerrasoftMessagingService” service is running in the Windows Services application. If the
“TerrasoftMessagingService” service is not running, start it manually.

4.

Open the folder with the service files: ~\BPMonline Messaging Service. Specify the CallWay server address in
the “Terrasoft.Messaging.Service.exe.config” file:

See the list of configuration file parameters in the table below.

Parameter caption Parameter function

url CallWay server IP address parameter.

login
Integration protocol login and password.

password

port Integration protocol port. By default, “34600.”

restoreConnectionInterval The time interval to reconnect the integration messaging service to the
CallWay phone integration server if a failure occurs. The value is
specified in milliseconds and is “2000” - by default.

5.

<callway url="CallWay_server_address" login="XXX" password="XXX" port="34600" restoreConnectionInterval="2000" />
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Note. Follow this instruction if you need to update the Creatio Messaging Service.

2. Set up the message exchange library
Message exchange library selection and setup is performed once by the system administrator.

3. Set up the CallWay parameters
These settings must be applied for each Creatio user who received CallWay integration license. Use the user login
credentials to access the system.

Test the phone integration.6.

Open the system designer by clicking  in the top right corner of the application window.1.

Click “System settings” in the “System setup” block.2.

In the “Default messages exchange library” (“SysMsgLib” code) system setting, set the default value to
“Telephony integration library based on Callway protocol.”

3.

Specify the message service connection parameters. To do this, open the “Message exchange server”
(“SysMsgServerNode” code) system setting. In the [ Default value ] field, specify the message exchange
network address in the following format: “ws://0.0.0.0:2013” if your website is served over HTTP or
“wss://0.0.0.0:2013” if your website is served over HTTPS, where:

4.

“0.0.0.0” – IP address that your Creatio users use to access your message exchange server.

“2013” – the port used by default for connecting to the messaging service. You can change the port
number in the “Terrasoft.Messaging.Service.exe.config” file.

Note. If your website is served over HTTPS and secure (WSS) connection is used for WebSockets,
you will need to install a security certificate on the message exchange server and specify it in the
configuration files of the message service. For more information about the setup process, contact
Creatio technical support at support@creatio.com.

Click [ Save ].5.

Open the user profile page by clicking the [ Profile ] image button on the main page of the application.1.

Click the [ Call Center parameters setup ] button.2.

On the opened page, fill out the required values:3.

[ Disable Call Center integration ] – this checkbox allows you to disable Creatio integration with the phone
service. The call button will not be displayed on the communication panel of the application.

a.

[ Agent internal number ] – CallWay user phone number.b.

[ Routing rule ] – specify the routing rule if it is required for the CallWay configured server.c.

[ Use CallWay client ] – select the checkbox if an employee uses CallWay internal client. While using the
CallWay internal client, the answer button in the application becomes available.

d.
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Set up integration with Infinity X
PRODUCTS: ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

To set up an Infinity X integration, take the following steps:

In Creatio, the Infinity integration functionality requires a separate license. You need to generate a license request,
send it to our service team, upload the received license file into the system, and distribute the licenses among the
users. Learn more in separate articles: Creatio licensing, Manage user licenses.

The integration is only possible if complete preliminary Infinity setup was performed by the phone integration
administrator.

Attention. If you set up the telephony for a Creatio production environment, deploy Creatio Messaging
Service on a separate node rather than on the Creatio application server. To ensure the fault tolerance of
your phone integration, we recommend setting up at least two nodes with Creatio Messaging Service, as
well as a balancer that would redirect users in case of lost connection with one of the nodes.

1. Prepare Infinity X
Create an account in Infinity X with the role “Third-Party integration connection”. This account will be used on the
integration service level. It is not recommended to use this user account for other purposes, or log in under this
user account, as this may cause integration errors.

2. Set up Creatio Messaging Service (formerly Terrasoft
Messaging Service)
The messaging service connects to Infinity and distributes call events between Creatio users.

Attention. Install Creatio Messaging Service on a .NET Framework Windows server to integrate Infinity X
PBX.

[ Enable debugging ] – this checkbox allows you to display troubleshooting information within the browser
console. This troubleshooting information can be used when the phone integration runs into problems and
the customer addresses the service team.

e.

Click [ Save ].4.

Refresh the browser page to apply the changes.5.

Prepare Infinity for integration. Read more >>>1.

Set up Creatio Messaging Service (CMS). Read more >>>2.

Set up message exchange library. Read more >>>3.

Set up Infinity X parameters. Read more >>>4.
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3. Set up the message exchange library
Message exchange library selection and setup is performed once by the system administrator.

Make sure that your computer runtime environment has the following before installing Creatio Messaging
Service (CMS):

1.

a .NET Framework package version 4.7.2 or later on the server where you are going to install Creatio
Messaging Service

at least 2 Gb of RAM and 20 Gb of free drive space

Send the following files from the “Client” folder created during the Infinity X setup to Creatio support:2.

Cx.Integration.BaseConnector.dll

Cx.Integration.AgatInfinityConnectorInterfaces.dll

Cx.Integration.AgatInfinityConnectorFactory.dll

Creatio support will send you an archive with CMS files to upload and install on the server. Unpack the archive
to a folder to ensure a smooth CMS installation. If you run the installation directly from the archive, the install
wizard might not operate as intended.

Attention. Deploy CMS on the server connected to both the Creatio application server and the PBX.
Learn more in a separate article: Telephony integration basics.

3.

Run the Creatio Messaging Service Install.msi file on the machine intended as the message exchange server
and proceed with the installation.

4.

Make sure that the “TerrasoftMessagingService” service is running in the Windows Services application. If the
“TerrasoftMessagingService” service is not running, start it manually.

5.

Copy the “Client” folder (created during the Infinity X setup) to a separate folder, e.g., the folder with the CMS
service.

6.

Open the folder with the service files: ~\BPMonline Messaging Service.7.

Specify the following parameters in the Infinity block of the Terrasoft.Messaging.Service.exe.config file:8.

infinityXClientPath. The path to the “Client” folder. If the “Client” folder is located in the CMS service folder,
the parameter value will be as follows: infinityXClientPath="\Client"

a.

thirdPartyIntegrationLogin. The login of the user with the “Third-Party integration connection” role.b.

thirdPartyIntegrationLogin. The password of the user with the “Third-Party integration connection” role.c.

Restart the “TerrasoftMessagingService” service.9.

Test the phone integration.10.

Open the system designer by clicking  in the top right corner of the application window.1.

Click “System settings” in the “System setup” block.2.

Set the default value of the “Default messages exchange library” (“SysMsgLib” code) system setting to
“Telephony integration library based on Infinity protocol”.

3.
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4. Set up the Infinity parameters
Apply these settings for each Creatio user who received Infinity integration license. Use the user login credentials
to access the system.

Configure a WSS phone service connection
PRODUCTS: ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Specify the message service connection parameters. To do this, open the “Message exchange server”
(“SysMsgServerNode” code) system setting. In the [ Default value ] field, specify the network address of the
message exchange server in the following format: “ws://0.0.0.0:2013” if your website is served over HTTP or
“wss://0.0.0.0:2013” if your website is served over HTTPS, where:

4.

“0.0.0.0” is the IP address that your Creatio users use to access your message exchange server.

“2013” is the port used by default for connecting to the messaging service. You can change the port
number in the “Terrasoft.Messaging.Service.exe.config” file.

Note. If your website is available by HTTPS and secure (WWS) connection is used for WebSockets,
you will need to install a security certificate on the message exchange server and specify it in the
configuration files of the message service. For more information about the setup process, contact
Creatio technical support at support@creatio.com.

Click [ Save ].5.

Open the user profile page by clicking the [ Profile ] image button on the main page of the application.1.

Click the [ Call Center parameters setup ] button. This opens a page.2.

Fill out the required values on the page that opens:3.

Select the [ Disable Contact Centre integration ] checkbox to disable Creatio integration with the telephony.
The call button will not be displayed on the communication panel of the application.

a.

Specify application IP address and port in the [ Infinity server address ] field. Learn more about the ports
required for implementing the full functionality of Infinity X in Creatio Community.

b.

Specify the telephone number of the line which will be used for the call in the [ Line ] field.

Attention. A separate line is used for each user. It is not recommended to specify the same line for
several users, as it may cause errors.

c.

Select [ Enable debugging ] checkbox to display troubleshooting information within the browser console.
This troubleshooting information can be used when the phone integration runs into problems and the
customer addresses the service team.

d.

Click [ Save ].4.

Refresh the browser page to apply the changes.5.
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You can configure a WSS phone service connection. This procedure is relevant for Asterisk, Avaya, TAPI,
CallWay, and Infinity phone service users.

Note. Configure the WebSockets technology to ensure the correct operation of the phone service in
Creatio.

Modify the Terrasoft.Messaging.Service.exe.config configuration file on the phone server to configure the
secure connection with the phone service:

Delete or comment out the following configuration block in the <servers> section:1.

<server name="ClientWebSocketService"

serviceName="ClientWebSocketService" ip="Any" port="2013" mode="Tcp"

idleSessionTimeOut="10000" maxCommandLength="4096"

maxConnectionNumber="10000">

</server>

Contact an official certification center to receive a PFX certificate. A system administrator must obtain the
certificate.

2.

Remove the comment from the following block in the <servers> section:3.

<server name="ClientWebSocketService"

serviceName="ClientWebSocketService" ip="Any" port="2013" mode="Tcp"

 idleSessionTimeOut="10000" maxCommandLength="4096" security="tls" >

   <certificate filePath="certificate.pfx" password="111"></certificate>

</server>

Specify the PFX digital certificate you received from the certification center, as well as the access password in
the <certificate> section. Place the certificate in the folder with the Creatio Messaging Service binary files.

Attention. It is not recommended to use self-signed certificates, because this may violate security
conditions.

4.

After modifying the configuration file, change the address of the connection to the phone server in the
“Message exchange server” (“SysMsgServerNode” code) system setting from ws:// to wss://.

5.
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Creatio phone integration FAQ
PRODUCTS: ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Which telephone systems can be integrated with Creatio?
By default, Creatio is integrated with Webitel telephone service. If necessary, you can integrate other telephone
systems with Creatio. The list of supported telephone systems is available in the Feature comparison for
supported phone systems article.

How can I integrate cloud telephone providers?
Creatio interacts with phone providers through an IP-PBX. To integrate with a cloud telephone system, set up one
of the supported IP-PBX. The setup procedures for integration with different phone systems are available in
separate articles.

If you are not using connectors listed in the comparison table for phone integration features, you can use any of
the connectors available on Creatio Marketplace.

Which features do the supported connectors have?
The feature comparison for integration with different telephone systems, as well as their integration
requirements, are available in the Feature comparison for supported phone systems article.

How can I update Creatio Messaging Service (formerly
Terrasoft Messaging Service)?

Can I dial an external phone number with an extension

Contact Creatio support to receive the new version of Creatio Messaging Service installation files or download
them via the URL: Download Creatio Messaging Service.

1.

Save the Terrasoft.Messaging.Service.exe.config settings file.2.

Stop the “TerrasoftMessagingService” service in the Windows Services application.3.

Uninstall Creatio Messaging Service.4.

Restart the phone integration server.5.

Install the new version of Creatio Messaging Service. Unpack the archive to a folder to ensure a smooth
installation. If you run the installation directly from the archive, the archiver application may interfere with the
install wizard.

6.

Compare the settings in the new and the old version. Transfer the settings to the new version if needed.7.

Make sure that the “TerrasoftMessagingService” service is running in the Windows Services application. If the
“TerrasoftMessagingService” service is not running, start it manually.

8.

Test the phone integration.9.
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external number, bypassing the secretary/answering
machine?
This depends on the settings in the PBX API. Most APIs do not have this function. If the PBX API has this
function, you will need to perform additional settings on the phone integration server.

How can I add a custom process to the CTI panel?
Products that include the Agent Desktop functionality come with several business processes out-of-the-box.
Agents can run these processes directly from the CTI panel during calls. For example, in service products, these
are [ Create new case ] and [ Start consultation for an existing case ] processes (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Business processes in the CTI panel

To add a business process to the CTI panel, you need to add the process to the [ CTI panel actions ] lookup. As a
result, the process will become available in the [ Processes ] area of the CTI panel for the Contact Center agents.

Note. In Creatio, “contact center agents” are users who are members of the organizational role specified
in the “Folder – Contact Center agents” (ContactCenterOperatorsFolder) system setting. By default, the
role is “CC agents.”

Add the following process parameters to bind the process to other Creatio records:

“CallId” of the “Unique identifier” data type. This parameter is automatically populated with the unique
identifier of the corresponding [ Calls ] section record.

“ContactId” of the “Lookup” data type. Populate this parameter with the unique ID of the caller/call
recipient’s contact.
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You can use this data to automatically populate the fields of the new record created during the process
execution.

Feature comparison for supported phone
systems
PRODUCTS: ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

The telephony features in Creatio vary depending on the connected phone system. By default, Creatio is
integrated with Webitel telephone service. If necessary, you can connect a different system.

Below is a feature comparison table for different phone systems:

TAPI Cisco
Finesse

Avaya Webitel Infinity Asterisk CallWay

“Search by caller ID” phone system functionality

Note 1 + + + + + +

“Make outgoing calls” phone system functionality

+ + + + + Note 2 Note 3

“Receive incoming calls” phone system functionality

+ + + + + - Note 4

“Place calls on hold, unhold calls” phone system functionality

+ + + + + + +

“End calls” phone system functionality

+ + + + + + +

“Manage agent status” phone system functionality

Note 5 + + + + - +

“Transfer calls” phone system functionality

“AccountId” of the “Lookup” data type. Populate this parameter with the unique ID of the caller/call
recipient’s account.

“PhoneNumber” of the “Text (250 characters)” data type. Populate this parameter with the telephone
number of the caller/call recipient.
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+ + + + + + +

“Save the information to [ Calls ] section” phone system functionality

+ + + + + + +

“Call from browser” phone system functionality

- - - + - - -

“Replay calls” phone system functionality

- - - + - - -

Telephone system versions

All phone
systems that
use TAPI 2.X

Cisco
Finesse
11.5+

 

AES
v5.2-
10.1

 X 13, 16,
18

 

Notes

1
Due to TAPI limitations, caller identification is unavailable for calls routed through UCCX while using CUCM.

2
The user might have to respond to an incoming system call to initiate an outgoing call from Creatio. The call flow
depends on the software/hardware phone version/model.

3
CallWay software phones are fully supported. If the agent uses a different IP or software phone, they have to
respond to an incoming “system” call to initiate an outgoing call from Creatio.

4
Only CallWay software phones are fully supported.

5
The following 2 statuses are available: “Ready” and “Do not disturb” (DND). Cisco is currently not supported.
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